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one kind or another. They are unavoidable. Hut the people should not be
In
the streets here
misled with the statements that the leaks often seen
are from the mains, as they are almost always on the house connections
Instead, and can only be prevented by the people owning trie water worku
and regulating the way these connections should be made.
"I know that the pumping equipment consists of first class machinery
and will be good for years to come and that all parts of the system are In
good condition. I am in favor of the city buylnR the works because I believe
the water works is worth the price asked; because thepeople should have the German Attitude HasAroused Either
En Masse or by
profits from Its Increasing value; because it means cheaper water to every
body with more trees and lawns; because the sc hools and grounds may
International Bitterness.
Separate Districts.
have something else around them than desert sand; because the mains will
be extended where and when they are needed, ami with the city In control
the water will be kept pure and clean.
"The benefits from a health as well as a money standpoint ire so greatly UNITED STATES AVERSE
Witt BE NO STRIKE
in favor of the works being owned by the city that every one, especially
it) POtlCE C0MPUCATI0NS
WITHOUT DUE DISCUSSION
every working man, should get out and work for the city to buy while they
have a chance, as about the only reason for not buying it is that it will
Interfere with some corporation or capitalist's scheme to juggle it for more
Teutons Arc Now Working to Make Operators Greatly Pleased Over Posi
Yours truly,
profit.
. s. BTAEHLiIN."
Hon Taken by Mitchell and Other
a Big Impression on the New
"Albuquerque, N. M March 17, 1906."
French Ministry,
Leaders in Convention.
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Ex-

of Rio Grande Disaster,

DECLARES MAINS BEST MADE
"Editor Morning Journal, City:

Washington, Mar. I". Advices
at the state department fro.n
Algeciras contain crUlelsm of the German insistence of tlie adoption prac- tically without modification of the
Austrian proposal tor the poiuiu; oi
Morocco,
Although nol voting on
any question involving European politics, this government la averse t. the
complicating of the system for the
policing of Morocco, and provided the
international character of the écheme
can lie preserved Is well content tn
entrust the mission to a force of
trench ami Spanish officers wno
would he responsible to the diplomatic corps at Tangier for effective SSI
vice In caring for the interests for all
nations. There is Information thai
eventually Germany, having assured
herself of the Internattonality of the
police system, will assent to mod'fj- cattons of the Austrian proposal

Pueblo, col.. Mar. 17. Twenty-tw- o
Injured Is the
dead und twenty-tw- o
very best estimate of the casualties In
the wreck of the two Denver & Rio
Grande passenger trains which collided on a curve at a point twenty-fiv- e
miles west of this city early Friday
The people of Albuquerque are beginning, as the lime for the city
morning. Only seven of the dead can
proposed
of
the
question
flection draws near, to take a lively Interest In the
one of these
be Identified and only
corpses retains suffi- lent outline of the
purchase of the city water works for the sum of $250,000; The poople Tí
features to be readily recognizable.
beginning to demand facts in connection with this proposed purchase,
The remainder are known from the
to
in
order
tact charred
bones were found in
particularly facts as to the physical condition of the property,
places where they would naturally
knew whether or not they are going to get the worth of their money.
have been when the collision happened. Two telegraph operators are held
Statements have been made by men who are absolutely incompetent
in the public mind lo be responsible
to know what they are talking of and totally unable to substantiate their
for the awful disaster although no forat
price
Is
the
worth
not
statements to the effect that the water works plant
mal Indictment has tone out against
them. Both have been ordered diswhich the city council has submitted it to the people. These statements are
charged
the service of thi
from
made in the face of a detailed report by an expert of unquestioned ability
A coroner's jury has been em
road.
SOUND
ARE
It
EVEN
as
plant
panelled and will begin Investigating
and Integrity, employed by the city council, who shows that the
the cause of the accident on Monday
City:
the
Morning
of
Journal.
value
the
VTS
"Editor
consideration
DIIM.OM
into
SITUATION HAS
stands is worth 1!58.000. without taking
n,.x( ;ll Cainon t'ltv.
In addition to
l i, on ot I VIVE
ought
Is
city
,
that the
j n -i
"Dear Sir My opinion of the water works business
ii in,lie ill.
iiiiin in this, the railroad company has direct
company's franchise or its established business. Unable to question the condi-- The
17
Mar.
York,
New
Herald
money out of It at the price asked European edition publishes the fol- leaders With reference to the Kyan ed its Officials to locate the blame
tion of the pumping plant, which the people are able to see for themselves, to own It and that the people can make
resolution will enable the operators through an examination of trainmen
lowing from lis correspondent
everybody.
to
Inspect
water
can
cheaper
voter
furnish
and
the
and miners lo deal by districts if there and operators, who will he asked to
unable to question the value of the reservoir, which
17. The
political
Mar.
Algeciras,
"I have been making connections to the water mains here for fifteen situation at the present moment Is one lis a failure to make an agreement for gather in the near future and tell
when he desire, these men arc turning all their energies to creating the
the entire bituminous hold.
what they know of the deplorable afertaln
isartly of the keenest interest la
Mr. P. L, Itohblns anil other ope- fair.
impression that the pipe composing the company's malm is of inferior quality, years. No one can tell how long any pipe will last here, but it
pollto pay the city back their iuoiir every diplomat ami International
rators who favor signing by districts
that K. ;. Whitney, who
and in poor condition. And these statements are being made by men whose that the mains here will last long enough
tlclan. Hue of the most skilled ulpIO' even If an advance in wages is given Wasit develops
being escorted to the penitengood.
appear
pipes
oldest
even
an
a
conceive.
the
profit,
as
in
Deal
mind
explains
Situation
as
human
mats
that
the
knowledge of water pipe is as small
are greatly pleased over the position tiary by Deputy Slierif F.d. K. Balrd.
It w certain the neonle will have cheaper water and mains can he follows:
taken by the leaders.
had been chained to his seat and when
These statements in connection with the condition of the water mains
now Germany la working ev"Just
when some erything possible to make an impresthe Bre began In the wreckage, he had
t
p
orí.
are flatly contradicted by the report of the expert who examined the property extended where needed when the city wants them, Instead of
In
fíeu
onl Goes
no chance whatever to escape. Bv
ministry.
water
new
tin
if
to
figure
In
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that
pretty
works
the
with
sion
safe
It
laid,
Paris
that
wants
as
them.
when
good
17.
corporation
selling
New
Mar.
as
The
York.
the iiony of fate, his guard perished
for the city, and who reports that the mains are
to
s
a.
it
amounts
fact,
second
in
city
agents
of
Independent
in
the
this
running, and If they are pairing private
him. The laws of Colorado have
tempt to work the Delegase coup. That anthracite coal operators today raised awith
the pipe is standard and that no defects are to be found; also by expert pipe were not paying they would not be
provision making It a crime to fasmore, and l.aO.OOO is not a large amount of means, in other words, to intimidate ihe price of steam coal .mi cents a ton
city
pay
use
here
pipe
in
will
the
they
owners
Kalamein
the
who
that
dealers,
stale
and
ten prisoners In transportation to car
manufacturers
- from $4.á0 to $f,.
Frame."
As similar action sc its. AS lime oes on Incidents thrilmoney when you talk water works.
4s the best pipe made and the standard.
th.memWith this be enumerated
was taken jutl before, the declaration ling and pathetic, I'osw tp light. The
"I am in favor of purchasing because I lliink the whole thing is alright, bers of the new French niiniai.-v- .sayal the ucHial condition In connection Trtth the water
Bm-- hr
of tin- lasl big strike, ibis Increase
order t
experience of (J. C. rinrk. a snotog-raphe- r
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moo
only
Anally:
ing
are
yens
to
"There
tight
next
fourteen
viewed in business circles as indicating
bound train. Is
mains. In order that the people may know the facts, the Morning Journal has and the illy cannot afford to continue for the
liicllne,l S conviction thai t new contest be- enough on the west
new
least
In
the
cabinet
the
to excite the Interest of the
gone to the men who are perhaps in a better position to know the facts and wltli the water comnanv and Day at least double for water what they would to temporise, m. Bourgeois is one and tween capital ami labor Is Inevitable.
phlegmatic. Mr. Clark was standing
M
Is the other.
Hi
ml
Therefore
Yours very truly.
The importance of the move Is reupon the platform of one of the car
actual conditions than expert engineers, pipe manufacturers or any otht r class If the city owned the plant.
any meeting of the council of minis- garded as undeniable, inasmuch as that was
x.
"I, H.
destroyed by tire, lie was
plumbers.
men
are
the
a
of men. These
ters held will be sure to vole for
many thousands of tons must be con- talking With a negro porter when Ihe
11
Company.
ating
Plumbing
and
some
"Manager
Standard
ot
the aitmnie lowaro sumed 111 the near future by manufac- crash came.
continuance
The explosion of gss
The plumbers or Albuquerque, all of them reliable business men.
the Moroccan question held by tie turers and others. Ill fact, the belief tanks followed the collision closely,
"Albuquerque N. M., March 17. U99."
of them having made their homes here since (lie beginnings of the town, are
previous cabinet.
reflected in the action of the selling and the force of the blast picked op
"Germany, with this in view, is pur- agents Is shared generally In financial Clarke
In constant touch with the water works and have been since its establishand hurled him through the
altinsigeant
specially
a
suing
Intra
circles,
and the Peiyjsylvanla, New roof. The man sailed through the
ment. Not a day passes the year round but that some connections are made
tude at Paris In the hope of Intimirailleading
other
Central,
and
fork
air, clear of the wreckage and landed
dating the new ministry. The same roads an' known to be purchasing all on the hillside from which he picked
with the water mains. The plumbers are the men who make these connecat
the
is
intent
With
studied
get
In
only
one
reflected
can
not
COal
they
of.
hold
mains
the
to
the
pOSltlM
examine
a
himself up practically unhurt, having
tions. They are thus in
delegates
by the
present moment
sustained only a few bruises and conlocality, bbt in all sections of the city. They are probably more familiar with
here.
tusions.
Gorman) Hurt bj Conference.
The porter fell down Into the wreckthe actual conditions of the mains than the owners of the water works or
con"The
A politician said today:
age and ha i not been seen since.
their employes. In order to get the opinions of these men, who know the
ference Is doing Cermauy endless
Heartrending Story.
harm First, El Mokri has expressed
A heartrending story of mother love
condition of the water mains from personal observation the Morning Journal
disilhighly
being
freely
as
himself
by
Is told
and wonted
has addressed requests to the various firms and individuals engaged In the
lusionized at Germany having so litKroeger, who had charge
Conductor
of
present
condition
actual,
tle Influence over the conference, The
plumbing business asking brief statements of the
of the Pullmans on the west hound
Moors, with childish credulity, believtrain.
the mains as these practical, expert business men find them. The replica
l
ang
was
an
ed thai Kaiser Wllhelm
"I saw one mother found." he said,
from heaven.
sent dow n to I hem
thus far received, coming from almost every firm and Individual engaged
"with a Utile baby In her arms. She
correspondingly
is
Their disillusion
an Impossiknew that it was aim
In the plumbing business in Albuquerque are given below:
gnat They find his wishes not only
bility to be saved hersi
but her only
put in Question but negatived
I.
One hand
thought was of her eh.
"Second, Spanish and French bitwas pinioned by the debris, but her
terness has been aroused strongly
head and other arm wer. free.
WILL LAST
KALAMEIN
against Germany, and the Franco-Bnglis- h SAN JOAQUIN DOES
"She was trying lo keep her head
alliance is notably strength"Editor Morning Journal. City:
from the llames and, with her free
TAHITI HURRICANE WAS
high
Germany seems to forget that
ened
HALF MILLION DAMAGE hand, was holding the Infant asas we
"Dear Sir As per your Inquiry am pleased to say that I am perfectly FINSTAD AND C0UGHENER
the conference was called to dlscosS
Just
in Ihe air as she could.
water
city
our
In
In
use
pipe
Kalamein
of
the
condition
the
not
question,
with
Morocco
gave
a
familiar
were about to reach her she
GENERAL OVER SOUTH SEAS and settle the
RECEIVED FAIR TRIAL
to listen to a series of Herman desires
gasp and fell ha, k Into the flames
works; In fact was here when It was originally Installed some twenty odd
to
regard
with
that
demands
and
Fresno, Cal., Mar. 17. Clear and with the baby."
years ago, and to my personal knowledge none of it has been taken out
country, as the Hermans appear to cold weather In the valley region Is
l.ate this afternoon word was rewe
city
parts
of
the
taps
in
all
excavating
imagine.
for
In
in
ceived from the scene of the wreck
defects.
of
Island
on account of
the
Eruption
Volcanic
high
water
No
Its
Grounds
having
effect
and
the
State Department Finds
"Of course. Prince BttlOW wishes a
that Ihe head and upper portion of
find all mains In as good condition and as bright and perfect In every way
settlement, naturally In Germany's fa- in both the King and San Joaquin
human body had been found under
Reaches
Terrifying
Group
Friendly
present
has
plant
buying
city
the
vor. Hut Ihe other countries are not rivers is subsiding slowly.
e of coal dumped out or tne tenas when flrat laid. Being in favor of the
to Interfere With Execution of Sen- de!
or the engine of No. IK, pulling
at all so enthusiastic about (erman
The King river overflowed Its hanks
been the cause of my paying more dose attention to the condition of mains
a.-Proportions-Villa- ges
Destroyed,
complaints
' during the night. Hooding all truck the east bound train. The lower part
claims, contentions and
tencc of Mexican Court.
and also the pressure being maintained and I have found for the past year
Germany appears to think, ami arc farms In the lowlands and causing a ,.f the body had been burned away.
gelling exceedingly tired of them as damage estimated at half a million Bo Si of the enginemen of No. IS were
that the pressure has averaged from 95 to 105 pounds at all times.
of the conference Itself."
Over six hundred feet of killed and enough of their bodies haddollars.
In
I
17
steamhave
been
during
Mar.
B.
time
The
upon
C,
the
Victoria,
"I have never yet been called
pacific track between I n found, it was thought to IdenWashington, Mar. 17 The slate deSouthern
the
Vlsalla and Goshen Junction has been tlfy them, .lust who could have been
business to repair a leak In the water works mains, having always found partment has reported to the friends er Miniara, which arrived today from
sea ports
and South
Australia
washed out, and trains are running by the victim ho was crushed under tho
where leaks are reported that they were either In the lead connection or house of Flnstad arid Coughcner, Ihe Amerwho, perhaps, was In
coal pile
way of Sanger.
brought no further news of the disaspractically
will
pipe
Kalamein
Chihuahua.
la
that the
is a pussle. Some beicans Just sentenced at
service pipes. My candid opinion
The situation at f'lovis Is Improv stantly kill'
trous hurlcane at Tahiti and neigh
ing, although tulles of country arc still lieve thai one of the passengers must
Mexico, to twelve years' Imprisonment boring islands, but news was received
Very truly yours,
last for ever.
have been thrown to the spot Indicatunder water.
It
Ruth
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elsewhere.
of
of
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the
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ars and a miracle
"By d. L. BELL, President."
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17,
to
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Mexican
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ceedings before the
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now under water and business lias tain death by the overturning of th''
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Indicate that there has been any de- of the usual monthly
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G.000
will
more
not
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than
ground
on
no
other
Justice,
and
nial of
In the northeastern part of Vlsallt,, pros! ate form.
department undertake to In- be available for shipment for some
the
could
the residence seeiion, the water Is
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terfere with the execution of the sen- months.
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long
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zen, but a Norwegian and the
Washington, Mar. 17. Captain w.
have been dejugi d and all
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The volcanic eruption at Tofuu, one
connection to the water mains many times. They are made of steel, coated color for action on the part of h i
the country linipedlalely east Is cov S. Sewell. Ill charge of the army war
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the east aide of Bear creek basin,
Kim. provided for a liberal amount of
fleet was smaller this seaeon than for history at Oakland today and
to be. I know of Mr. snd Mrs. Samuel Fmthlngham
shortly after S o'clock tonight, e interior embellishment, hut all this
has his name enrolled on tho
in city ownership of the waterworks and expect to continue
Lenox, b !rs. Freeman. Allen am years past.
at
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sweeping down fhe mountain
roster. Wire In was Ihe even money
five
had to be eliminated when congress
Elslra Flagg of Huston. Miss Meyer
the mains In every part of the city thoroughly. They are nearly all
ami across the creek, to Ihe base e insisted that the cost be kept within a
hai e a nd at let , tllng he pace for
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he
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anything
knowing
one
Any
about 40
Hellene Is a Swede
greatly to the life of the steel and prevents rus!.
Its size
The biilldlnii Is In the form
pages.
S consists of ten
Headers e of rheumatism llnlnieiil by mistase the horae'a head. Preservator then
yeara old and waa part owner In
practically walked
of a eroaa. the center of which Is sur-th- e
about pipes knows that steel pipes, as used here, are the strongest made, and e who do not receive the paper e for another bottle of cough mixture, took the lead and contest
Mammoth
aud Buckhon e mounted by a dome. Brick relieved by
was for the
The real
even the oldesi e complete will confer a favor by e at 4:30 o'clock this morning and died home.
group of claims.
I know from personal dully experience and Inspection that
place and the favorite almost lost that
e In an ambulance on the way to
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to Nine Spot. Time 7:12 M.
er walls. Although only a llttls more
mains ars as good ss when laid. Of course all water works have leuks

DAILY SAY. NO DEFECTS EXIST

"Dear Sir While, as you know, I am In no way connected with plumb
ing or watpr works business at the present time. I Operated pumping machin
ery and water works before coming to Albuquerque. I was in the plumbing
business In this city for a number of years and made many connections to
the water company mains, doing most of my own tapping for that purpose'.
I never discovered any signs that the mains were not good, and know that
the leaks spoken of by some people are from private connections to houses,
instead of from the water mains. 1 believe the price asked is cheap, and
as the water mains here are steel pipe coated with Kalamein and asphalt,
which is the most durable and the strongest pipe made, It would lie- foolish nut
Yours very truly,
to buy it whilu we have a chance.
-it. L. DODSOK."
tT.
N
M
IMS."
March
"Albuquerque,
-

OLDEST PIPES

Indianapolis. Mar. 17. It can be
stated authorltatlveh that the officials
of the Uptted Mine Workers of America have derided to allow the Kyan
resolution to be eliminated from consideration and will act upon th" assumption that the adoption of the report of the scale committee has virtually repeated the resolution which
prevented one district from signing
an agreement with the operators until all districts had come to an agreement. '1 he report of the scale coin- mlttee was:
"Resolved that we heartily endorse
the policy and action of President
Mitchell ill this matter and do now
hold OUTSelVeS in readiness to meet
our employes for the purpose of endeavoring to effect a satisfactory settlement of the wage question."
All of the resolutions offered which
endeavored to offset the action of tinKyan resolution werequietly sent to the
resolutions committee without com- ,.-
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than two full stories In height the Interior construction of the war college
f)reir.. M
U of the most
design, hollow tile blocks being U
liberally in the floor, partition am:
stairways. This is unusual for a bulld-tnur college
no higher than the
bat the government engineers
Charge adopted hollow tile as tin a
thai
est and most durable mutt-nu- t
same Unto
could be used, and at
brought
within the
one that could be
limit of cost.
The purpose of the war tollegc. .11
outlined by Secrctao Knot is to mako
school for
It a sort of
army officers
The Seat nun from
the various post schools wlil be graded up to the standard of tin- leavi
and spec ial servir. sehooii
From these picked grades, men will
be selected for advanced stud) at tl
war college in the great problems at
national defense, military science.
v
responsible command The .."
fill a gap that now exists in tlf.' education of the American army officer,
splenand military authorities
did results from tin- training whlcn
higher
III
the
arfo:.i
the college
branches of the warlike science.
g
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say:
borrow
"At the conferenc e
grill

ill the office 0Í
cMeplay it W)
of
the New York
agreed that trustees
1,1 fe company who
wei. members of

a down town lawyei

the finance committee during the
presidential campaigns of 18116, I9li'i
mil I'oit and were cognizant of th
made by the
political contributions
'. w York Life should reimburse the
company to the extent of $14N.i
This is the tola' of the political contributions made by t'.ic company
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Didn't Consult Btrltserisnd.
i ifflclal
7.
Paris. Mar
show Switzerland has not I n
suited and does, not approve thi
plan of placing a
commander ovgl the Ft .in-

m. mu!

p

poli( e in Moto.

ii.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

Estate and Loans,

Fire Insurance,
Surety Bonds.

MEXICO

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

Capital and Surplus, $ix,ooo.oo.

South Seomd Street.
Automatic 'Phono 328.
FOR SALE.
12 ,200
brick cottage, new
bath, electric lights. N. Sixth St.
12,250
modern adobe. well
built, nicely finished, large grounds.
Good outbuildings, trees and shrubbery. Fouth ward.
13,000
cement fin-- 1
5148,(100.
Ish dwelling, bath. etc. close In.
12.ri00
frame dwelling, o:i
orner close in. lot 75x142. fine
shade trees.
cottage,
new
brick
Kach trustee will go into his own priI J II. 400
near shops, city water, easy terms.
vute funds to make payment.
terms.
In all there are tuteen trustees infor
volved, and under the agreement eat:' A fine piece of business property
ale.
man will have to contribute n trifle
Some good ranches for sale close to
less than $10,000.
city.
"It was originally planned to hold 12,600
brick cottage. bath
the estate of John A. McCall respons'-blelectric lights, barn, coraer lot, 50
tor all of the political contribu14Í; N. Second street.
tions
and to bring legal actions 11,300
frame, new, barn
against It to obtain reimbursements.
shade trees, city water, high loca
Is
plan
involvAbandonment of this
tlon.
ed In the decision reached at yester12,000
frame cottage, bath
day's conference."
etc.; S. Arno street.
11,100
frame cottage, bath
electric lights, close In.
10,500 4 double houses, close In, in
EASTERNER Will, HEX IRE
come 180 per month; a good invest
II MPIOSHIP
THE lili I I MCI
nient. Half cash, balance on time ai
8 per cent.
only Two Moro Heguhtr Games ni
$3,500
frame cottage; elegant
t liicimo.
residence. West Tijeras ave.
( 'hhago.
Mar. 17. Wlthgonly two $3,300
brick, suitaleglllillly
heduled games yet to be
ble for rooming or boarding house
bilplayed in the national amateur
on Highlands.
frame, bath, electrlo
liard championship being played at $2,600
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 75x142,
the Chicago Athletic association, it Is
Fourth ward.
assured that the title, which has been
frame, near shops.
held tor the past year by Charles K. $1,300
modern
$i,000
Conltllh, ot Chicago, will go ti an
brick dwelling; bath; gas; electric
Edward v. Gardener or
easterner.
lights, barn.
Passaic, ífl J., the only one of six conbrick cottage; modem
testants who 'has not lost a game, has $3,300
well built; large cellar; good barn;
.1.
PoggenbUfg of New York as an
trees and lawn; fine location. West
opponent in ino nnai game, ami smnioi
Tijeras road.
,nt"
latter win this match, he and $2.700
frame dwelling with
Gardner will be tied for first place.
modern conveniences; well built. S.
Arno st.
Storm Kill. Twenty,
frame cottage; mod$2,300
Rio He Janeiro. Mar. 17. A Storm
ern conveniences, trees and shrubof fury on Friday caused landslides
bery, corner lot, 50x142.
Twenty persons were Money
and Hoods.
to Loan on Good Ileal Estate
killed or injured here and landslides
nt T,mv Itnteo of Interest
at PetropoUg. the capítol of the state
of K!o Dc Janeiro, killed tlf t v persons
and injured many more.
212V4

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

two-stor-

two-stor-

Monc) in Defend icedcrationists.
Ind.. Mar. 17. The
ndla in, polis.
.invent ion of the United Mine Workers of America voted tá.OOO for legal
ilefense ol Mover. Haywood and
of the Western Federation of
Miners, who arc under indictment In
--

I

.

Pet-tlbo-

with the Steunenberg

Idaho charged
murder,

.

;gc to Resign.
New York. Mar. 17. The Hciahl
tomorrow will say: "ii became Itnowi
in Wall street yesterday that Lyman
J Cage, former secretary of the tret
has decided to resign as pr. a.di nt

Mar.
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the infirmary of
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be
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prison

is prCSCnt

at

h is
a

masting "f sntivhlsti at srntch a plot
teluded to kill the kins: of It llj
t as
!i
,n
latón of the in ittguratioi
18.
of the Milan exhibition oh
seat lung Investigation of his story

a
Moaasj Trata Derallori.
Ti tin No
Louisville K) Mar,
(. on the Motion, which lefl Louis' .11
for Chicago this morning was dei til
Kiv
ed at Horseshoe Mend to.li.
passengers were Injured bul non.
were killed.

i

.trii

1

i...
,jf
PlWclltag Mole, in Hi. Itcpuiailoii
St. Petersburg, Mai it
evidence
taken In the .ours.. ..f the Investiga
tlon of the surrender of Porl Arthlll
by Stoessel. which will probflbly dl I
on for six weeks lonxer. will heavily
( Poes1
damase tin repiititlon
who is now demanding that Geaerai
Nogi and other Japanese om menders
he summoned a witnesses to testify to
the heroic chanicici of .he defciie..
r
lnother gesnrg sit.
Captain ShnaH
Moscow. M ar. 17
sky. who refue,
on) an
order lil
to fire on the people daring tae r..''
.1
-n..
her last autumn, has been
by the court martial to dismissal f' )vn
the service and s confinement of eighteen months In a fortress.

ii4f,.i

in

severa eutih-iiakMar. 17.-- A
occurred at Kagl. Formosa,
Hundreds of buildings wen dc--ciycd and many hundreds of pcopl"
were killed.
e

ii

rushed iv

Mine

ave-It- i,

Patterson. Mar. 17. Belde Rose, of
is dying in St. Joseph s hosfearfully
pital here, having been
Monday night
crushed by a cave-i- n
at one of the iron mines at Oxford.
Three Other men were injured.
Oxford,

Albuquerque. New Mexico
AT THE CLOSE OF

a..

TOTAL

--

H A LI

Proprietor

Hon and Hrass Tastings, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Grat

.

Fresh

.

mm

Salt Meats

800,000.00

i,688,W.B8

$3,130,784.81

TOTAL

.$3,1S0,784.81

New Mexico

& S. F.

RAILWAY SYSTEM

r.

TOOLS.

BUILDING

BARWARB,

AltPP.NTKHS TOOLS.
CORRUGATED uooriNo

Hv.. UlmqneWthc--.

BARB WIRE PEHÓK
STAPLES) BAD IBON
STEEL.) ETC.
a

B.

RUPPEcfer
THE
DRUGGIST

COPP, D.

Room

12,

.

T.

A

rni in
i

J.

S.

Pulidme

20 West Rallrofid Ave.

of

OFFICERS
Mai

'ashler
man, 10

A

Ladies' Tailoring

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

s

T Ii E
$100,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits

O, N'.

West Gold Avenue.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Capital

,

MADAME GROSS

118

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

Gotem

Call on Madame Gross and settle the
problem. A fine line of fletv Samples
jast from flebu WorK.

PRESCRIPTION

B. F.

60

ROBS AND
OAKDKN

T. E. Purdy, Agent
A

)

BARROWS, BHOVELB.
SPADES, HARKS,

!..

t.

TO E. J. POST & C

PLOWS. SCHAPKHS,

(occasion
Tickets
Hie Above
Will He Sold March
at Hie Rate of St.tS for the
Final
Limit
Round Trip.
March 24th,

.

SUCCESSORS

BANK OF COMMERCE

15.000.00

F

ALBUQUERQUE, N,

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

--

I

lt,lM.5t

Agents for Studebaker Wagons

of Central

Merc

It. P.

.

9, 1905

Captlal and Profits
Circulation
Deposits

DEPOSITORY OF THE A., T.

Fashionable Millinery to suit nil
casloni ami all purses at the Econ- -

Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works

NOVEMBER

LIABILITIES

.1 1,SS0,B5.0
Loans and Discounts
2,81.60
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate
88,500.00
Banking House and Furniture
r iiltcl States Bond 9 809,000.00
(ash and Exchange ... 1.370,S0g.21 I. 78, SOU. 21

WM. FHRR

hants' lunch. Just the thlni? for
he busv man. White BlCphgni frenn
II tn L':.i0.

BUSINESS,

RESOURCES

y,

Guard Officers Quit.
Mar. 17. The ruSI. Petersburg,
mor that the officers of a regiment of
the Hoards had met and resigned ill
Wholesale and Hetnil Dealer In
a body upon receiving orders recently lo go to the Baitlc provinces and
Fresh and Salt Meats
participate In the pacillcntiou of the
The
count rv eras confirmed today.
BAUSAfrÉC A SPECIALTY
First regiofficers belonged to the
ment of artillery of the guards.
BOH CATTLE AM) ÉOOS HKJGEST
MARKET PRICE PATH
All It COaU you - the car fare lii
attend the dance ami band concert at
old Town this afternoon.
Rtiaslaii

ordered,

n

First National Bank

Earthquake Kills Hundreds,

Tokio.

THE- -

Protective M'INTOSH HARDWARE
Association

tin-

Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Buildings, Repairs on Mining an l
- Machinery In Our Specialty
THI IKE MARKED Otl.oN ANs e Mlllln, I
l
KlUSi P ioi
FOUNDRY
A spc- - S
T n son Aril., Mar. Ii.
Albnniicrnue
Kast Side Riiilroail Trn--ciai to the Cltlsen from Morshcl
liai - Hi ii last nluht at a ball. S
Klv. n by iho AsUrltBS, a pi'..ml- s,
,itu iniwitloii three S NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET
the ball S
m. Wi
lie o entered
Andres Homero, Prop.
room ami klilnapeda young lady. S
pursued
Aft r the dance when
&
bv
psse, the
.lesieraio S
.I the vi.iiuk
lady and es- - S Ull West Gold Arenas, Albuquerque
gri
GAME IN SKASON.

has

r-- OF

Cattle
a n d
Horse

United States Trust company,
because of failing health, "
of

tgailisi iinlj's Kin':.
on

..

i

f ,081,008.

to

.1

1

.

FLEISCHER

at Once Produce That

.1"
Qaíu 0
Los Angeles. Mar. IT
Baltimore decisively defeated Mike
(Twin Sullivan of Heston tonight HI iornoy .1. II. H a w ley denying they had
ten fast rounds. While Sullivan was gnj conversation with Foreman Moss
no' mumcd odt. he vas on the Boor In regard to the evidence In the
case was also introduced.
mid practically helpless when the poThe motion of Ute defense to quash
llen Instructed the referee to end
(jues- the indictments was denied.
Oans made a perfect flgh'. wearing oliv raise, I I.', tip defense oil the lie- down Rolilvgn with a h it body punch murrer were arguca at lengtn ami
that never failed to land ami which taken under advisement by the Judge
had Sullivan's in H red glow from until Tuesday, as was the .uestlon of
til through the tlKht. idmitting the defendants to bail..
waist to
Sullivan apparently h id show to win
Ilcrr MOSI Dead.
l
In the thir
round whnn hi landed a
Cincinnati. Mar. 17.- - Herr Joliunn
hard .right swing on Gana' Jaw stag
the anarchist, died in this city
g ring him and fori ing him to stall for M us
There toda of erysipelas. Most was in the
the remainder (tf the round.
the men pity On a visit to a friend. He was
vas absolntély no
iigreeinitT to break clean and io avoi
'o dellvei a lecture in I hi. ago on
Wednesday, but on account of an a'.- lighting in the clinches.
.,.
a. k of erysipelas he cancelled th"
engagement.
Nan Capital for Ha (km.
Albany, .Mar. 17. Harper & Bros.,
Wltte Doc. Not pproc iolciicc.
of New York city yesterday tiled wit
Kraus, of
Chicago. Mar. 17.
the secretary of state u certificate of
r.i
tmrn ?.noa,Aflfl bi this city, president of the execullw
IsKfMia ommittee of the Independent Order
13. alio. mm
it is signed
The t
H
v.
if B'nal B'rith, received the following
by A E Orr. G. B. M
Cablegram from Count Wltte: "Adolf
Henry Harder, and onion
Klaus, Chicago: I am sure you have
(
oinmi-sM.i
m
aw
no doubt that I cannot approve of
l.ulMir
l
17.
Albany. Mar
State Commis- Violence, no matter against whom diThe deplorable events that
sioner of Labor Sherman today ap- re,
ol
pointed Bryant Wlllard of New VorU have taken place were the result
It y as assistant to tin- SSCOnd deputy riots.
be persuaded the
You may
government will use all possible meascommissioner of labor Mi Will. ml
an uttorney am) is recomniendecl fm ures to prevent violence against peace- to
the appointment by Attorney General ibla inhabitants without regard
Mayer. He win attend to local tjni
count
what nationality tiny belong,
of
tlons arising in the administration
Wltte."
His salthe labor laws of the state
Elijah l ed. Heller.
ary will lie $2.400.
Kingston. Jamaica. Mar. 17. John
h
Dowle, of zion City, III..
Me.
Price of QasoUne lalvano d.
Port Antonio last night for Mex- Cleveland. Mar. 17. The standar.
fdi company has advanced the price 10 py way of Santiago. Cuba. Hilmost recovered from his attack
of gnsollne á cent per gallon Deoder-Ize- d
of paralysis.
stove gasoline is now
ii..t..l
f,
71
p.
12 4 cents
to
r gallon;
BOU i I liable to Show I p.
gasoline 1444, and varnlsiimak
cents,
naptha
II
painters'
Cu L, Mar. 7. Judge DtUO, presi-len- l
ers' and
"I the First tribunal of the Seine
Qalttag star Leads IT4M.
UmmOfied Count and Countess dc
New Orleans, La., Mar. 17. Guid- Caatellane for the purpose of leaking
reconciliation under the wife's last
ing Star realized all of the talents' si
pectation when be u .1 ft Is Held home ippltcatlon for an absolute dtvosce.
in the Crescent citi derby at the tali The countess was present With her at
grounds this afternoon The race was on .). Bdmbnd Kelly. The count's!
ittomej ri resented certificate from
worth $7,2ilO to the winner
lo. lor saving the former was sick and
The
he present ill court.
Minnie
iliim smother. Field.
.liable
irlng was. adjourned for a fortnight.
7
New Orleans. La .Mar.
Fred
cook's Ally, .Minnie Adams, talrij IIOWIIEI1T (
iiMiltils poll IMI
smothered her Held for speed In Ihi
(.ol D 1IIMM. (JUMP lXt
City Park derby toda) Nichols
her to the front at one and she
llc-ecl. Entire Hoard of Dlrcclci
her rivals a killing pace
une Meeting,
at
won
She was never reached and
.
t h.
17
Mar
fr lltg
mi. Wyo
easily by a length from KercheVal,
Howbert, president ..f the Portland
who was second all the vvav
Gold Mining company, and the entire
Iollar-a-c. k Help stopped.
board of Howbefi directors were reLondon, Mar. 17. A iirious effe. elected at a meeting of tile
of the aliens act has been the stop,
held here today. Tile
page of the supply of young, modestly tlon of Howbert und his dlt 'us was
wlui
contest, d by Jumes F lluras.
salaried waiters from Italy. Kraie
Germany and Switzerland, who usu- was inc ted from th.- presidency of the
ally come to the number ..r s..m. company a year ago, and the spirit of
thousand yearly lo learn English 11- no ling was bitter. Howbert Vol-shares of stock and
while earning a dollar a we. k
l.'.c 2.4 Hi
Now, according t. the London
I'uriis : 4, j s 4 shares The act n i ot
Hi.,
rotary of the Qsnsva Union, the leadtrustees in removing .h h
ing International
waiters' organisainarteia of the company from iqwalo
paying
tion, very few cross from the contiWyoming. In order to avoid
i accumulated
taxes, wa in- 11 linn
nent, and those who do want $4
n" Hr
week. The keepers ..f ensbb a pa it sorsod
The annual repnrt
merits are In despair.
icrstai slates that dlVMSndS 111
.

fceal

Mft

Fifteen New York Lite Men Invited to

te

-

A.

TRUSTEES MUST
DIG UP AMOUNT

Sunday.
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AND DIRECTORS

on. President; Win. Fair. Vlv Presiden)
oy McDonald,
Assistant Cashier; I. A Dyt
Miera. V. H. Strong, Jay A. Hubbs, and I).
:

.

CAPITAL, tl50,0OO.M.

B. llerndon.
J, A. wsln-H- .
Carns.

Accounts Of IndivlduSls, FlratS, anil Corporations Solicited. Interest
Paid on six Months Deposits at Hate of 5 imt oettl i r annnm.

W. H.

I.

STRICKLER,

Officers and Directors:
8OLOMON LUNA, President.
W.

i. JOHNSON,
ana ( astilcr.
Assistant
QEOROR ARNOT
UILI.IAM MelH)Sll.
C. BALDRIDOE.
A. M. BLACK WELL.
O. E. CROMWELL,

.

-i.t-

Dim limine te
gnin.f Vmerlcsn.
Washington. Mar. 17 Steam'hlf
agilnv
American shipdiscrimination
ping. la reported from Singapore by
Consul General Wilbur who advise
that a combination has been effect
between the Borber line and wiffi'
Standard fill steamers all of which
the British flag and the Ham
Tills move It
line.
to aid Kngllsh and German dealers In
Kast Indian products to regain control
of business which ihev have been los-

GOLD COIN FLOUR

Howling Congress Doe wed.
17
In th
Louisville Ky Mar
presence of 3 ooo people Acting Ha)
tonight
the llrst
or Owen Tsybir
hall bowled In the annual turnamen'
ongress
of the American Howling
Spinning down the alley In the at
mory and a roar of cheers greeted
hie effort when he finished the
with a neat Spare."
opening never
A more auspicious
marked an annual turnament of th.'
congress.

You will never have any waste if you use Gold Coin Flour.
It is the cheapest because it is the best

n

ing.

l

Consnirni i i liarse TriiiniM-- I n.
Caldwell. Idsho. Msr. 17. The
sensational allegations mad sgalnst
nf th grand
A. B. Moas, fnremsn
Jury which Indicted Mover. Haywood
and Pettlbone. were not sustained
when testimony In the matter was
Moss
taken todsy before JudgenoHmlth.
one about
testified he talked with
Jury room and
the osss outside the never
sxprssssd
further testified he
any opinion as to the guilt or Inno-cne- of the sccused men. The aftl- davits ot Governor Ooodlng and At-

e

GOLD COIN FLOUR.

h
Í
r

Sunday. Mu roll

and no buildings will be erected exfor the use of the railroad com
EXTEND BLOCK cept
pany, lhe town will not necessarily
be a dosed" town, but will be under
control of the railroad company at all
times. It has been definitely decided
that the offices of the company will
SYSTEM ACROSS
remain at Baton. The road will be
built Into Baton from Clifton Hotio
and depot and freight yards maintained here.
The fact that there is an abundant
THE CAJON PASS water supply
at their Clifton House
location, is understood to be the reason for the establishing of the shops
and roundhouse there, as satisfactory
arrangements could not be made for a
water supply here. An elegant sysfor a water Supply Is being planSanta Fe and Salt Lake tem
ned at Clifton House, on the Bed river, however, and the company will
not be handicapped on this account.
Plan Big Improvements.
The olllces of the company and all
men connected in any way with th
various departments of office work,
will remain in Baton, only the actual
mechanical' work departments, requirWILL REDUCE NUMBER
ing a water supply being located at
CllftOD House.
A
handsome depot
OF BAD WRECKS ON HILL will be erected at First street and
Rio Grande avenue, and the town will
be given every facility for freight and
passenger traffic.
It is Mtpected that this summer the
Santa KV and Salt Lake roads will ex11 MR WON'T FALL OUT.
tend the block system all tint way
from Han Bernardino to Barstow or If You Kill the Dandruff (crin Witli
Daggett, on the joint track used by
the New Treatment.
the two roads. The block system is
already In use between the yard limn
John X. Fuller, a
citiits and Highland junction, but the zen of Colfax, Wash., says: "I had
matter of extending It "over the hill" dandruff so badly that It caked on my
is said to be but a matter of a short scalp.
Herplcide completely cured
time.
me." Qeorge H. McWhirk, oí
The need of a blocck system on this Walla, Wash., says: "Herplcide Walla
comStretch of track is almost imperative, pletely cured me of a bad case of danowing to the great number of trains druff of 3U years' standing." They
daily operated over It, and the haz- took the only really sensible treatardous nature of the work of hand ment, a remedy that destroys the danling them.
druff germ Newbro's Herplcide. Stop
In this connection officials are also dandruff, hair won't fall out, but will
seriously considering the advisability grow naturally, luxuriantly.
Allays
of double tracking the line over the Itching Instantly and makes hair glosCujon,
While this has not been
sy and soft as silk. One bottle will
upotl, still Its desirability Is convince any doubter
of Its merits.
recognised. It is possible that a move Sold by leading druggists. Send
10c.
in that direction will be made in the In stamps for sample to The Herplcide
not far distant future. A double track Co., DetKdt, Mich.
B. H. Briggs &
would still further simplify matters in Co., special agents.
the handling of trains and also In lessening the danger.
AH It costs you Is the car faro to
T
attend the dance and hand concert at
Improvements at ( lomlcroft.
Old Town this afternoon.
The
improvements at
Cloudcroft In the way of enlarging
Pointer for Conductors.
he "Lodge" and dining room faciliDon't send In a worn out. dogeared,
ties are soon to be realized.
train book: get a full leather cover
Work will be started April 1st. it Is for your book and when It is "turned
Raid, on the Lodge, additional rooms in" will have a neat appearance.
and other extensions being among the
II. S. LlttlgOW V CO.
improvements
contemplated.
The Bookbinders.
Journal Building.
plans mapped out last year will be
carried out. The dining room will be ARMORED CARS POR
enlarged so as to accommodate severPROTECTION PROM YAQUIS
al hundred more guests. If the work
is started April 1st it can be complete-e- d Mine
Owners to Hide In Bullet-Proo- f
in time for the opening a month
Vehicles.
later. The Southwestern expects a
Armored cart for protection again)
large travel to the picturesque resort
roving Yaquis is the latest in Sothis year and all the new literature the
nora, according to It L. Johnson, a
ni i i ins Cloudcroft views and adverDenver mining engineer, who Is regtisements.
istered at the Santa Bita and who h as
r
just
come up from Carlm. near which
Rrakenuin Badly Hurt.
place he examined some mining propK. L. Murray, a Santa Pe brakeman,
was badly Injured yesterday morning erties, says the Tucson Citizen.
The cars will be used bv lhe manin the Barstow yards while switching agement
of the Sultana mines, which
passenger cars. He was caught between the fenders of two cars as they are located near Copete, a short distance from Carbo, and which are amcame together, crushing his chest bad- ong
the rich Copper mines of Sonora.
ly.
Several ribs were fractured, and Recently
one of the high officials of
ii was feared that he was otherwise
the Sultana Company was waylaid by
Injured internally.
Yaquis and killed, and since thai tlnje
the company officials have been en"Sec America First."
Major S. K. Hooper's new booklet, deavoring to And some means for
"Sec America Klrst," Is oft the press making travel between the mines and
and ready tor duOribiittnn by the Den- - Carbo safe.
They nave decided on an armored
ver and Bio Grande company, it is
one uf the daintiest ami prettiest pub- motor car. which will not inly furlications put out in a long lime. The nish its own power, hut will also be
proof against bulléis and enable the
cover is a cream tinted paper with
neal design and printed in gold and occupants of lhe car to stand off a
n d. The typography is artistic, old large attacking party. The cars will
Loman letters being used in lung pre- be of rlfty horse power.
BUCh cars were Aral used during the
mier size. Little silhouette cuts are
Boer war in South Africa by the Britused for the initial spaces at the beginning of eaHl section. I Mi the inside ish troops. The car Is being built In
of the cover is printed the emblem San Francisco and if It proves a sucthat Major Hooper designed, and to cess, here w ill be a big demand for
explain the object id' the- publication these cars by the various mining comthere is Inclosed a slip on which is panies In the dangerous districts In
Sonora.
printed a description of the design.
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well-know-

long-promis-

SI1AKESPEARKAN
ACTORS WD
ACTORS OF DB M ATISI S I'l.AY
With a Word About filarles U.
soon to Appear Here,

Han-fo-

r

There is a difiéreme between a
Shakespearean actor ami an actor of
Shakespearean plays. The first is too
Often a man whose personal assumptions are far in excess of his artistic
attainments and whose chief charac-Isll- c
is a pessimistic attitude toward
the world In general because his peculiar style of classic interpretation is
scantily appreciated. The second affects no pose but applies his eftorts to
the Interpretation of what appeals to
his intelligence as the best, leaving his
audience to apeak the final word as to
the worthiness of his endeavors. It is
to the latter class that Mr. Charlea B.
Hanford, whose appearance In this
city is announced to occur at the Elks'
theater on Saturday, March II, must
in all fairness be regarded as belonging. He has never sought to attract
public attention by any method that
was not entirely legitimate. His curtain speeches have always been Judicious Idlosyncracies by which It is so
easy to achieve.
He has depended
upon his performances and gone his
way with the simple dignity becoming
0 player who was reared under the artistic guidance of the greatest tragedians of the American stage. This community with many others has observed with interest and appreciation Mr.
Hanford's ascent step by step, season
by season, from the doubt which always surrounds a tragedian's early
career to the heights of sure and permanent public recognition.
Sincere
and well poised In all that he does, his
record is marked by none of the erratic lapses from a high artistic standard which so often occur In the history of a great player. The public
has accredited him with the chirm
of genius without its eccentricities.
Hailed from the very opening of his
experietice with a hearty acclaim as a
man of attractive appearance, of great
personal magnetism and of most exceptional accomplishments as a reader of the noblest speeches in the
world's literature, he has none the less
devoted himself to the hardest work
to be found in his profession.
Bven
when Indisputably established as a
player of the flrsl rank, lie went on
busying himself with the details of
his art which most men of his acknowledged eminence would have dismissed Into the hands of others as
drudgeries loo humble for their attention. Kach of his productions shows
the result of his personal cure In every portion nf it.
Favorite actor
though he is. Mr. Hanford never forgets that "the play is the thing." Mr,
Hanford is this season accompanied by
Miss Marrie Drofnah, who as his leading woman, has on several previous
Occasions made a profoundly favorable impression.
Demand for Services Of Fllcry Band.
s'o great has become the reputation
of lhe Bllery band ami its young
Fcrullo, during the pasl two years

i

The
m STOMACH
BlTTKHs

aasjsssssjsajsiiiiissi uwrnrnt

that Manager Elllery lias no time to
till half the engagements that are offered him in all parta of the United
States. For the coming summer sea-- I
son engagements have been declined
In New York. Philadelphia, Pittsburg.
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. lOUis.
Chicago. Denver and several cities on
The Bllery band
the Pacific coast.
ontracts for the season were all signed up before the organization left Cht-- ,
ago last BBaptember,
Keeps Cha mherlaln'a Cough!
Remedy in tin- House,
We would not be without Cham-- i
berlaln's Cough Remedy. It is kept
Ion hand continually in our home."
says W. W. Kearney, editor of the
Independent, Lowry City, Mo. That
lis Just what every family should do.
When kept on hand ready for instant
use. a cold may be checked at the
outset and cured In much less tine
than utter It has become settled in
the system. This remedy Is also without a peer for croup in children, and
will prevent the attack when given
las soon as the child becomes hoarse,
lor even after the croupy cough appears, which can only be done when
the remedy Is kept at hand.
For
sale by all druggists.
Always

-

Every detail of out Spring Stock is bow complete and we are in
readiness to serve our patrons in the same satisfactory manner, thai
has made tins store so popular and built np for us such a large volume
of business,
W e've Clothes for Men, Boys and Children, fresh from the hands
of the Country's most noted Makers.

We've Hats made by Manufacturers w ith a reputation for
law es and hinlap.
ing the t I lats on the market
I

la-s-

Free dance and hand concert at
Traction Par this afternoon. Don't
fail to go.

W

Nearly Every Merchant

over.

11. S.

Bookbinders.

Lithgow

e've the most choice Toggery lhe market affords.

We've many ideas not to

Can systematise his business hy the
use of special ruled blanks and account books. We can rule and bind
them to suit your needs. Let's talk It
Building.

finrretl Still Hopeful.
Bl Paso, Mar. 17. Pal fiarrett. ex-- I
OOllectOr of customs, is in the
city
from Mexico, but will return tomorrow. He Is still working In the Interest of O, 10. ItRStad and L. (!. Court-ene- r,
lhe tWp 'Americans who have
jjusl been sentenced to twelve andone- Ihnif years each in the penitentiary at
Chihuahua for the murder of Robert
W. Rutherford and c. W. McMurray,
at the DIA ranch.
Mr. fiarrett was not surprised it
the verdict of the lower court, since
all efforts In behalf of the men had
failed, but he Is confident thai when
the case gets up to the suprem
art
of Mexico. It will In reversed and the
men released.

(

M.MANDELL

isett $3,30 and
$4.00 Shoo,
DanUp
ais
Ntttleton's Shoes
,

Fine Clothing & Furnishings,

T5he

..STABLES..
Specialty.

Wrecks at Needles.
Needles, Mar. 17. The latter part
of las', week occurred another run of
derailments on the Santa Fe here.
Fortunately, no one was Injured in
either id' them. Saturday morning the
gravel train at Daggett had several
cars off and Caused both No. 4 and
Mo. 2 to be delayed several hours.
Sunday morning Engineer B. H.
Lent, on engine .so. PSS, extra wesi- hound at McCTonniCO, Arizona, near
Kingman. hail a hrakebeam on a car,
catch on the sw itch, where the Chlo
ride branch leaves the main Hue, and
derailed ID or 11 cars. The wrecking
crew ami steam wrecker were sent
out to clear up the wreck.

Wildl

nmi'iliii!r Horses
Saddle Horses.
V. Silver Avenue.
AIIhmiiic rime.

Ill

A Crloi-vFinest Vehicles
D-

Buy one ivnd yon ha.ve a. good vehicle for
Special Low Prices Now.
life-tim-

Thousand of people take Hoetettor's stomach
Hitlers In preference to any other stomach remedy Is because they found it the only one that
could cure them. When the appetite is poor,
complexion sallow, or the tongue coated you. too,
ought to c
lienor taklnj

the old leaky roof. Get a
new one that will endure

Matte
no

J. KORBER.
e

II

ALBUQUERQUE

J

Jap-a-La- c

Work Guaranteed
Prices Reasonable

l

I

seseeee4

WkjLsJiaJe
Commences

Monda

Morning at B:S0 o'clcok

STOKE

Concensus of Opinion: "56t? Best Opening Ever Seen in Albuquerque.

TWO

Narrow

RAILROAD

NEW

BE

SHOPS

LOCATED

TO

SIX

MILES FROM RATON
(Baton Range.)
The shops and roundhouse of the
(St. Louis
Rocky Mountain route
Rocky Moutaln and Pacific railway)
will not be built In Raton. This decision Is final and work will be begun
at once on the needed buildings at the
location selected. sl miles southpur-of
Here the company has
town.
chased of the Maxwell Lund (Irani
company 4i0 acres of land upon
which they will build depot, round-bous- e
and shops and will make that
point their base of supplies While
building the road. The land purchased covers the territory for some distance around Clifton House, and also
controls an abundant water supply.
No town site and no town corporation will be established on this land,
--

e

hen leader ou lhaala tor

Hundreds attended our Rpvlng Otsroln nml wee delighted ith the Eso! leal Displays in all the Departments, snd the sweel strains or the music, CoagralidtUotM were showered upon us, mid we
TO
the kind remarks passed a boot the atore, the goods, and espeoisllj the Mlllinerr. WE NOW DE8IHE TO CALL YOUR ATTENTION

,

Our Greatt Annual White Underwear Sale
This Sale of White Shows a. Double Saving

Piral the economies , li.it uc secured by our plans made on prevailing prices of siv months ago, then the iidditi mal savings thai - si, positively shown agSlnat the priOM of white gOOda thai hare had to n t the prices ,,r cottons and linens at their market price today, lhe Kcoiioinisl never gets in
ml. Marvelous as have been the gatherings of while garments in the pant, this assemblage Is belter thiiu grt of I hem. The women of Ubuqnerque
Were never asked to view such a magnificent array of beautiful wear tilines as we Invite them to ChoOM from . The whole Flrsl Floor Is
as a whole, hut In which
picture in while an etching thill is not DUl hemitlf
each line and stitch can bear the closest scrutiny. I 'or this - MM a sale of cheap things, but a HALE Of GOOD THINGS CHEAP. We have worried with -- cores uf muuiifiicturers to get WWUM and nainsooks right, to el
slcs made full, the Mwiag neat 111(1 nicely finished, the trimmings refined and tasteful. Our entire slock is divided Into lots and priced from Hie each and upward-- .
11

11 1

11

Escape,
H .1. Miller, a Santa ft brakeman,
In the comIs
who lives at Kmporia.
pany's hospital in Topeka suffering
from a fracturad wrist and many severe bruises. His escape from sure
death a few days ago was rather miraculous and showed remarkable presence of mind on his part. Miller was
walking along the top of a freight car
on a train moving 10 miles an hour
He stubbed his toe
near I'edarpolnt.
on a piece of tin which was slicking
up from the top of the car. He was
near the end of the car when he
Started to fall, and to save himself
from railing between the cars and
sure death beneath the
milling
wheel! he hurled himself over the aide
of the car. He was bruised quite badly and one of his wrists was broken.

Brakeman't

STRf ET

IIH NORTH SKCOND

eeeeee..:.e.:.s.:.e..ee

Albuquerque's Brightest and Busiest Store
I)Vl-I;i-

our Entire stock

Divided into
Lota running from
to 0IB.M
pci' garment.

2.'

Skirts! Skirts!

Corset Covers

Short Skirts, made of cambric and nainsook, lace
and cinhroidcrv trimmed, extra ruffle at bottom;
priced at jjc, 50c 75c, 00c. $1.25 and $1.50.
I. fino; Skirts of fine nainsook, cambric and long
cloth, cut in the new style, clalxiratelv trimmed with
laces and embroidery, also plain hemstitched and
tucked styles, at 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.25. $1.50, $2.00,
$2.50 and up to the fine hand made goods.

large variety of the new styles in corset coven
in the plain ttntrimmed kind to the most e!alxrately
trimmed kinds in nainsook, long cloth, cambric and
mulls priced 25c up to $2.50 each.
Corset covers in silk, pinks, blues, blacks and while,
in long sleeves, short sleeves and sleeveless.

Chimeses

Marguerites

Plain bottoRl Chemises, trimmed with lace or embroidery, at 25c, 50c 75c, $1.00 and $1.50.
Marguerites made of lonp; cloth, nainsook and
lawns, trimmed with lace or embroidery,
M the
neck and Ixittom of garment, tin from $1.00 each.

lth

La Grecque Combination Underwear
Corset cover and drawers combinaiton ami corset
cover and skirt combination, also separate garments,
such as drawers, skirts and Gowns, ami their new
bust stijyporter corset cover, a new line.
Priced from $1.65 per garment and up.

A

;

Drawers
kg

of Ibes,

illus-

trated urllcles of
1'nderwcnr can be
had In our $l.'J." line

:

.

First Clat.

THE ECONOMIST
Tin:

NEW MEXICO

C. A. HUDSON

H9b

-

CO.

Wall Taper ana

on your building sod you will nevar
care how hard i( uins or how hoi tb
sun shines.
Anyone cao pat It down.
jjdSw
Vtrr. Sample ou request.
' t or Vale by
BORRAD AILE
COMPANY
Agents, 117 (Sold Avenue
Albuquerque, N. M.

DI80RDKRK,

&

Corner Flrsr Street and Coppr Avenue.

O FINO

r

ILL DEPARTMENT!

fh

e.

Everybody welcome to look through
Our Repoaltory,

COLDS, GRIPPE OH PNEUMONIA.
In order to guard against counterfeits we urge
you to see thai our I'rhatc Slump on neck of
bottle is unbroken.

PREVAIL

of

d

(( Columbus Buggy CoM
fj
ColUmbus.OHio
'éC C.
FIRESTONE.
ID.

-

-

nihr-wra- r

11

lit once. Nature is calling for assistance and lh"
limner you delay the sicker you're going to lie.
For any ailment of the Stomach, I, ver or Kidneys
you'll find it tin- best. It positively cures
SOUR
STOMACH,
HEARTBURN,
ostivi kss. CRAMPS, IÑDIGEH-TIO-

Special Prices

Shirts

yftr U

Albuquerque

are well pleasthe Sania Ke

has commenced C onstruction work up
toward
the Hila from DUdleyvllle
their town. It hail been feared that
tin- Santa Fe would run its Bhoenlx
ami Kastern railroad up the (ilia canyon and utterly abandon the propoHi d
extension with the connection id' the
Hoothern Pacific and Southwestern
systems at Benson. Now it Is believed that both branches Will be constructed, the Santa Fe at Benson securing an entrance into the rich copper mining districts of southeastern
Arizona and northern Sonora.

Manhattan Shirts
KarUc Wilson

E. BELL Just Received
J.
Livery, Feed and Sale

Reason Why

I'KMAl.l'.

elsewhere.

lie found

& Co.,

Journal

Shepard Escapes the Bars.
Paris. Mar. 14, The authorities
have granted six months delay in the
case of BOlott k. Shepard. of New
York, who wag sentenced to pay an
indemnity and to three months' Imprisonment for running over and killing a gill while driving an automobile
at Si. Queen April last. Thai is considered a virtual abandonment of the
Imprisonment part of the sentence
which ultimately has been changed to
an additional fee.

a

mak-

I

Benson Pleased.

The people of Benson
ed with the news that

m

HI

SPRING OPENING

Hostetter's
Stomach Bitters

-

'f

PACE THRJSB.

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAE,

18. 1806.

We carry a full line, made of cambric, nainsook
Bfid long cloth, both OpCH and closed styles, from the
plain tonwititched ruffled 1ottom to the daboraftely
trimmed styllcs; prices range from 19c for the plain
hemstitched styles to $3.50 each for the finer goods.

Children's &nd Infants Underwear
Divided into four lots drawers, skirts, waists and
skirts on waists, at 10c each; and tatter qualities
with more trimmings on them at 19c, 25c, 29c, 35c
and 50c per garment.
These are exceptional values and not the usual
kinds thrown on the market at these prices.

For the Stout Women
We carry a full line of Muslin and Knit Underwear: Gowns from $1.00 each and up; Drawers
from 75c each and up; Knit Vests from 15c each
and up; Knit Drawers from 40c each and up.

Children!

Muslin

dUidcd Into Lots at

I'mleruesr
III.

In

.MS- -

full line of OutHlze for lrge
hi Mutlhi I'ndemear

Women

m

'

V
leal

e
e
e

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.
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FOR ATTEMPT "DRY

HELD
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LUMBER MILL COX

PUTTING

ACRES OF VARIED CROPS

i

'

grit,

.
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fer-tll-
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SALE

'
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I

a hoarding house mi North'
Is a powerful, Invigorating
at reel
mil who alleges tiiit
lieultb and strength
he fall" to provide f.o her md Is I rod - to the organs
distinctly

tonic,

feuilhitie. The
local, womanly health Is so liitiu.stel,
relntisl to the general health that when
diseases ol the delicate womanly organs
are cured the whole body gain In health
strength.
uml
For weak and sickly
HAS
PROJECT
10 BRING Women who are worn out, "flimfl'iwh
or di nilltttled. especially for wnrtien who
In store, offlce or schoolioi.tti. who
wot
sit at the typewriter or sewing machine,
TO
THE
IMMIGRANTS
or bear heavy household burden, and for
nursing mother, Dr. Pierce t Fuv irrig
Prescription
hu
proven a priceless
lieneilt because of It
MESILLA VALLEY
li'llgth-givlllg
puwel- ale
A- i soothing ami strengthening nervine.
Favorite Prescription" i
(Hi., rtrande Rennbllcan.)
uml N Invaluable In allaying and
a
"How t.i Indue Immigration to
subduing nervous excitability. Trrllubll
a subject skillfull)
Valley." w
itv, nervous exhaustion, nervous prostrabandied nt Ihe court house last Fri- tion, neuralgia, hysteria, spasms, chores,
day evening hy Itev, D. II. Itiinii of or St. Vitus'- - dunce, and other distressing
nervous symptom com moni y attendant
Chicago.
oslan was an imTh.
promptu iffoh g itten up on the spur iimiii functional and organic disease of
of the moment by tha chamber of the w oniauly organs. It Induces refreshemmet, e li...
,i'".iu; ih it Kuthci ing sleep and relieves mental anilely and
Dunn was in ihe city. PUther Dunn despondency.
cases. "Favorite PreCunt obstinate
Is an Xprl In the arl Of Immigration
"
ad ei tiling, in. the dee peal legiei of scription is a positive cure for the most
nil pres. ni at the dost uf ihe meet- - complicated and olsitliiate cases of "fe- nunc
pminui penóos, irregu
liuin.--Ing was t li ii mm of oilt
resent
President laritle. prolapsus or falling of tha pelvic
men were i
weak back, bearing-dowMhtt
Young Introduced the speaker, who at organs,
I'hmnlc congestión, inflanimatlon
on. e "got bill
.ml with logic. Wit tu.
ulceration.
and
and eloquence claimed Ihe Insest athr. Plerea'i meílirlne are made from
tention ..r ins hearers to tha end.
but efficient medical root
Father Dunn showed himself o nuis- - harmless
fotihd growing in our American forest.
ter of the mbjei it hand, and It was Th
huillín- of the niarvalnil curaquite evident he had given tht matter tive value of knew
..in.- of these root and
gnd
attention,
practical
close
knowledge
to MHM of the
that
Father Dunn Is a gentleman of very friendlier white, and gradually
some,
Inat on. e erudite the more progreiv physicians came of
ple.iing 'Id
to
to test and
and polished, and should he
they
ue them, and ever
l.l Crin e again and be Induced to, have grown In favor by reanonilnce
of their
address our people he will of neees-slnp-r
or curative virtues and tbelr
have i" ai epl tha open air In ormíe. s ,nn Hies.
liar
bo will
der to accommodate IhoM
Png-- a
Yonrdrtigglit aell
n him.
Itslrs
Father Dunn l
itti'TtoN " and
that famous alteradesirable section in which tiva, blood purifieralo
in quaatof
and stomach tonic, the
(Iyer 11.000,(100
In loi ale a colony,
UOI.DMI Mr.DICAI. DUMHIVKRT."
Wilt
ha been talked for the enterprise.
to Dr, Pierce about your case. He
an
Tin money has bean rataed in th
experienced physician and will treat your
north and eaat. where I hay dp not cas- as confidential and without charge
have to Irrigate, but It I possible yet for correspondence. Address him at ihe
to secure ihe Investment for the soMl Invalid.' Hotel and Surgical Imtltute,
to secare the investment
for the: Untlalu, N. Y , of which Le.
chief
physician.
southwest.

'he

The New 1906 Silks

new style Furniture, and, for the next
week, we will make special inducements
of TWENTY per cent discount for cash.

cobi- -

0.

vestment company, expressed himself
lust night as thoroughly satisfied with
'Inresult of this novel method of
disposing of city lots.

Showing of the New Effects for
the Spring and Summer Season

Itch.
these disease nre attended hy
Intense itching, which is almost Instantly relieved by applying Chamberlain's Salve, and by Its continued use
a permanent cure may be effected,
it has, In fact, cured many cases that
hud resisted other treatment.
Price
II cents per box.
For sale by all
druggists.
Ail

For (ili'lurc frumlng go to New
comer's Hook Store.
mil
Take Ihe car ami go to Old
this afternoon. Kverythlng free.
A large line of tinnew things' in
Children's Headgear at the Becono-COD

mist.

POU.THY.

ilt.Nt
i: i sin ii
I.AM

Crockery, Rugs, Etc.

Corner Second Street

CHARCO AIj,

Copper Avenue

(L

Colorado Phone

Automatic Phone 522.

all :ti:t

Albuquerque. New Mexico

West Silver Avenue.

sa
GRANDE

Ghe

soaiVo44ia4''f

a

!

RIO

LUMBER COMPANY
?

TAX MEED MEAIj,
Slit APS. imiKD.
CHL'HHED bom:. MM-- AM)
COARSE.
INTERNATIONAL POl I.THV FOOD.
I

l.ot sK POWDER,
I.IOI II) LUCRE ami UERJM Kit. 1, Kit
IS Gallons cost
2.v.
I.OCSE PAINT. CERTAIN DEATH
TO ALL VERMIN.
INDICATED NEST EGGS.
GLASS NEST EGGS,
EARTHEN DltlNKING FOUNTAINS,
KEEPS WATER ALWAYS
i

a

4tiiii(et
TH1R.D

,.(.

NAROVETTE

WHEAT.
WHITE OATS.
I.HOt ND OATS.
HOLLER BARLEY.
WHOLE BARLEY,
GOLDEN MILLETT.
IT. A X SEED.
CLEAN

I'EE.
Take the car and
V.

(IIN-a-

sEi:i).

this itrtcrnooii.

S. SECOND

MOTORS

ST.

Both

!

n,n

YOU'RE IN VOI R OWN TIGHT.
When you use anything lew good
than electric light for the Illuminayour office,
tion of your lióme,
your Htore.
your currlage, your
algna, We would like to tell you
why. to show you plan, estimates,
fixtures, and all else for electric
llliiniiniition.

AND COOl,.

CORN, CORN CHOP AND CORN
GRIT.
Hit N, ITNE AND COARSE,
AND
MIKIH.IVt.s.
SHORTS
MASH I I 1.1 OE MIXED (.RAINS.
MIXED WHOI.i: GRAIN,
BE EC HONE and GRAIN MIX li RC.
POl I.TRY SI PPI.PIES OE ALL
KINDS.

i

Contractors' Materials

:

E.

a

Sash and Doors Paint and Glass

REEK

SI NTT.OWER

(17

MURPHY & PATTERSON
Livery and Boarding Stables
1

OYSTER BRtCLU
BHEXIj GRIT,
Git AMITE GRIT,
GHOI NI) OI I, CAKE,

W. STRONG'S SONS

FURNITURE

letter, Salt Klicnm. Itch,
Hlng' Worm, Herpes, Harbors'

lacinn.

-

Me-alli-

Wc wish to make room for two cars of

The afternoon stiles were not very
heavy, and the bidding was not active,
he total sales being but $2.110.
Hut
In the evening a crowd
buyers
of
..icked
the room on South Second
Otee! and Ihe remaining lots went,
Ike hot enkes. The evening sale tola leii tr, :u
Manager Seller of the Surety1 In- -

trierome

health-restorin-

AND

1

for

DYNAMOS

ever every Industrial ser.vlce.
Agenta (eneral
ÍXt us

Electric

Co.,

and

Co.

r

Crocker-Wheele-

The Southwestern Electric

&

Construction Co.

go to OKI Town
Everything free.

Mrs. Rnchrlg. the well known dressmaker w ho formerly conducted an establishment In this city, hn returned
lo AlbtiiUeritte and announce
thai
dressmaking parlors
she will
over the Pit Hardware Co., on Monday next. Mr. Itoehi'lg
well known
in A IbUqtlarqUa and will iiinloiibtedly
have a large patronage In In r new es- liibllshment.
re-op-

J&

lámiiiT

I

The Vice Eyeglass

--Mr-

way.

tf

i

l

u

af-a-

I

-

I

I in lie Prices doing I'p.
William Penn Anderson, live stock
agent of the Pecos Valley lines of the
Hanta Fe railway. ald to a representative of the Dallas Teas New lb it
on the plain of New Mexico and In
the Panhandle of Tcxa this season
there will be buyers of steer yearlings
Instead of sellers.
room and Inquire
"There Is gru
already In sight for It.MO or li.Mf
of this kind of stock along our road
Mouth and east of Portales.
"The demand from the nnrthwet
steers
almost Confined to
When our people in the Panhandle .if
through
Tenas feed their
ihe winter, which the majority of
them are doing this winter. It makes
ii better market for this class among
Ihe feeders of curly maturity, beef
among tin slates east of the Missis-slpp- i
river.
'Reporta from II sections of the
range country Indicate that prices of
all ciaste of cattle are showing a decided stiffening tendency and by the
lime the Pallas convention meets It Is
egpected thai the advance will be1
quite marked. Ranchmen are no!
evincing any disposition to fall over
themselves thl spring to find
and this Is uscrlbnble to two
reasons tine reason I that the cat-il- e
supply of the country Is very much
shorter i han Is generally anticipated,
and the other is the excellent condi
tion generally prevailing

GOnQUered

We will be glad to show you
the nilvantages of this mounting

n-

n

Before you buy u piano, ape
.v.
Llmleiiiiinn about It.

If you need n aipcntci telephone
... I, Ion Auto Phone r80.
(Homestead Entry No. 6232.)
Notice for Publication.
115 gold AVENUE.
Dennrtment of the Interior, Lund Office at Santa Ke, New Mexico, FebByim
Tesicii,
We
Carry No Stock of Jewelry.
ruary 17, 1906.
Glasses Adjusted
hereby given that the folNotice
lowing named settler has field notice
nf hla Intention to make final proof
In support of hi claim, and that said The Sf
. Elmo Sample and
proof will be made before the United
Stale court commissioner at Han RaClub Rooms
fael. New Mexico, on April S. 1906.
vis: (tamie Leeds, of Valencia county.
Black Minoren, Plymouth
A Good Place
New Mexico, for the S. R. H. Sec. 10. Choice Liquors
to while axvav the weary hours.
Ns. It. 9 W.
T
He names the folRod, ami Rindo Island
lowing witnesses to prove his
All the Popular dames. Keno every
Red Bnai $1 pci- Setting
residence upon and cultivaMonday, Thursday and Saturday
tion of said hind,
vis: John Uvya,
Nights.
'Jcorge Tealan. Jose Rom, wyne
Thomas, nil of Heama. New Mexico.
josepr BARWOTgk D KLUMPP, 1006 South Edith St
IfANUBL It. OTERO. Register. 120 W. Railroad

BEBBER. OPTICAL CO.
FOR

SALE

con-tlnii-

O pat

Our display of Millinery Is reminiscent of spring. Bach day we
bring forth muny new creations In pretty Street and Walking Hals,
and our showing of Dress and Evening Hats is very extensive. Dainty
shades of old rose and forget-me-nblue are among the pretlest colors
stisaoi.
shown.
The sailor shapes arc still prominent,
trimmed In a variety of styles, and
chic turned -- Up Hats find ready fuvor
In medium and dark rich shades.
''.IMP
For Immediate weur nothing Is prettier than these later, among which
the Turban Is often seen. Others of
Leghorn, Neapolitan and fancy slrnw
braids, have quilla, ribbon knots ainl
flowers to lend the note OÍ individuality always found in our millineiv

1

ttMU

VI

,

Prices $2 to $9

and

upw

ards

White Waists for......
This, pricing is Just what you can find in our Waist Department
everv day. This special we mention chore is one of extraordinary
merit simply because the waists are excellent values and very uncommon for the price asked. They're nicely made of fine India
Lawn and handsomely trimmed with Swiss embroidery.

Women's Skirts:

1096 Models

The new bh is in women's skirts and the special offerings make
the M arch sab a success hard to say which has the greater ir.flu-- i
once,
Hut thi Is certainly a good time to purchase, us many of the
Kt tinmodel lloN Shown will not in all probability be duplicated.
features of the new models
most pronounced are the draped
circular effects andt he extra wide
Parisian plaits.
Catchy New Scre Skirts at
excellent
$8.50- - Skirts made of
quality serge. In extremely full
model;
cluster
gored circular
plaited front; two rows of wide
d
folds; panel box
plait front and back. Price, $8.50.
Handsome New Mixture Skirts
ot $11.50 Women's skirts made of
the new Rugby mixtures; in grace
fully hanging, flare effect; handdouble Insomely
verted ni. it buck; a splendid garment for street wear, and an unusually good bargain at the specf $.50.
ial sale prlc
Skirts
New English Panama
nt $11.50 Skirls In the Parisian
model, made i f
plaited circular
English Panama; very gracefully
haniiini; effect. Handsomely tall- d
folds; panel box plnlt front
ored and trimmed with
and b ick an excellent value, nt the special barguiu price of $11.50.
tallor-stltche-

if you will call on us.

II.

Exhibit of Spring Hats

tallor-stltche-

the eyeglass
wearers for Its stay-o- n qualities.
Has

you tvam to get into bllHllM,
Small capital roqulred. See
Brxmü
den. the Exchange mail. 300
l

It would be Impossible to adequately describe all of the new
styles In silks, but most of the newest silks have woven floral and
other designs on u background of hairline stripes and checks of the
same color, and the result Is very nox'el and effective, or ugalo,
black changeable or black and gravy with tinted flowers and leaves.
Interwoven with cross bars anil checks, form a Ohio ensemble.
Jacquard Taffetas,
Inches wide, beautifully woven designs on
small even checks, in red and A hite, blue and white and green and
white. Very exclusive, per yard. $1,25.
A beautiful soft-colsilk Is represented In a small checked Taffeta with satin graduated bars which form a plaid effect, in the best
colors, per yard. f.llS,
A
new hairline stripe Taffeta on a white ground, 20 Inches wide
Very pretty, Mar
has light colored embroidered dots at intervals.
yard, Si. on.
Black and White Olace Taffeta, barred with strips of white arid
black, and beauUful warp printed designs interwoven Is one of the
in west and most approved silks.
The effect Is one light in steel
guy. per yard, $1.25.
Swiss Taffeta in glace effects with new hairline stripes. Is shown
In all the newest shades, including the new rose, Alice blue, reseda
anil "yneeii's ilray." This is a soft, beautiful texture jind very refined In appearance, per yard, $1.00 ami $1.25.
Fine French Vaconne Hayes, In the newest shades. Two colors
combined, such as brown and tan, through which Is woven a spray
A charming shirtwaist suit silk, 21 Inches wide, at $1.00
of flowers.
mid $1.25 a yard
Chiffon Taffetas. L'l inches wide, In all colors, either plain or
changeable, one of the best wearing taffetas made, per yard, $1.00.

estímale on your requirements.

I

.

t- -

17.456.

linptrt-In- g

when drinking,
The mirt
ty away from
warned Luprleal to
stay
sober.
home unless he could

J

SUCCESS

d
the two additions wa
of. the miles for the afternoon
ind evening bringing In a total of

particular

in

PROVES

Rvery lot held by

a Slici ess.
(any lit

-

-

'Railroad Aft?. fZl Third

After Auctioneer Scott Knight had
through
used his well trained lung
the entile afternoon and up to half
puet nine o'clock last night, the Stire-- I
ty Investment company was able
to
ay that Its auction sule of lots in the
Perea and Rastern additions had been

i

.i.n.lintTwelfth

PER CENT

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY'S

IN FIFTY

tallor-stltche-

SEE OUR NEW LACE JACKETS

'B.IlfeldiSLCo

Evenings This Wttk.

I

imls

itl

whittle

HjT

weeks yet

Have yotl a fresh overcoat for tricky Spring?

Ours

StfiHrBloch) fit with striking style.

Overcoats
New
fords

$12.50, $15.00, $18.00 and

Shod for Spring
$3.50,

$.oo.

Noltby styles in new

ox-

$4.x) and $5.00

Both fan and patents.

pur-chas-

'

r r r r r

What part of thla paper do you
suppose Is the most Interesting to ths
person who Is eagerlv looking for a
room or boarding place
fumlhed
Is your ad In that cart of the naoer?
will be rree
I.st you forge
hint on Hal- llMlch Iri the Wh
ilss It
ttrdav evening.

119

lftftt.

TWENTY

51,456

OF

IB,

The Store of Quality

WORTH OF LOTS

Over on the Hats near the Parker
R. Merrlman. son of the watchman
nt the American Lumber company's lakes, not far from Lia Cruce, W. W.
ox. the Hereford cattle grower. I
y and
main tea' living north of the
who driven a milk wagon for a local going to give the Campbell system of
dry farming a thorough tent. He In
prose, uting
witne
tlait
In diversified
luyes uf the Lumber put ling in fifty acres
ag i
FOpg.
Three of the largest plows to
rt Mow held In lli
coin I'
Mty jail on'tñe very serious pniifi 01 be had arc employed, and the row- Oy are plowing the ground six Inch
n Attempt at highway robbery, pM
deep. Fifteen acre will he put In
ferred by lhi d invinun.
lomplaln- - sorghum, live in alfalfa, five In John- Tburs.li night
five in (erm.iti millet, five
d 10 the police that shortly after de- - won
liveilng milk it the Navajo boarding In Kaffir corn, two in wutermelons,
lions.-the lumber mill, and wo in goober peas, two In sugar can,
ne
il ng the ilark sine'.
while drlvl
two in potatoes, one In cuittiilrnipes,
on the not
ildc. lie wa Mopped by two
acres In popcorn and the remaindmi
ir. hed him. well!
three men
1Mb
hi I"" ket. struck er In corn.
carefully il
Mr,
I'm plantad several acres in
him in In- - fa e .mil tin illy railing to
last year, tind raised a fine
find anything of value, allowed him sorghum
so
he is quite enthusiastic on
ctop.
to go hi way. At thai time the dalry- e
man fl d he ould Identify two "f the the subject of dry farming on the
lands near his ranch. Some
men.
i.Mimg to nis sinry ne wein yearsbottom
ago Mr. Cox had his cowboys
to the Navajo boarding house to de- ver milk and the monthly milk bill sow Johnson grass up In the mountbeing due he took a check for $."T In ains and over Ihe flat, carrying the
payment therefor, giving In change Med In their pocket anil sowing in
uboiil all Ihe money he had with1 him. Hare tnd there a they looked after
the cattle. Johnson grass
now
lu ck In his coat pocket,
e pul the
wheie it slipped through a hole Into growing in ninny place on the range,
and in several Instame ther
an
at.
the lining oj :l
re or more In one spot. About 250
Hnay
number of men were in in
hog are feeding and fattening on this
the boarding In. use at the time the Ki
transa. ion tin k i lace, and heard all theiss. and the more the hogs dig nt
mots the better it grows.
X' liiinge
of the money,
about tinJohn Thompson has been selected
He h Id gone b it a shot distance from
is foreman of Ihe farm, and Mr. Cox
In. us.,
he wa
when
the bM III
stopped by th three men. Two of has impressed on him the advantage
of
plowing the land In u Ntralght line.
oth-th
them hei.i hltn he v.i v. w hile the
rough lii" pockets The ration Is about TOO yard long,
er one weni
They railed to find the i heck and ak- - iand When the plowing commenced Mr.
e. iillu about 11.
lie told the poli, g 'or sa, i i., Johnson, "Now. you want
men, la atari this plowing In a straight
be colli.) el. ni II Inn of tile
To do thl yon want to pick
aift on tile s. ene nf line.
e . out an object ahead of yOU and then
as the men
leaving,
also unid he could identify plow Ntralght to It." Johnson started.
them. The dairyman chat ges that one .lid after going a little ways to the
turned to the
of lb- - men struck him in the Jaw be- north he gradually
north.- isi ami lln-to the east. Mr.
fore i .king his departure.
Cog
went
to
policeman1
him
a
and
asked
him why
Yesterday afternoon
with the two boya were stationed at he did not keep on In a straight line,
And Johnson replied, "You d -- d fool,
f the mill em Insure, and a
íhe g
the men ame out tin- two boys Iden- ain't I loin' III n straight line? I
tified two of them is having partici- started for that COW over there, and
am going directly toward It."
Mr.
pated in the hold up.
Th" men g ive their nanus as Hugh ' 'ox asked him If he did not notice
cow
was
grazmoving ns she
Bruner and H A. Warner. Hoth men hi' ihe
were In. ked ui In Ihc Ity jail to be ed along, and the foieau turned n
bai
see
look
k
Boot
morning.
lo
where he started
examined tomorrow
disclaim ill connection will) the al from.
Mi. ('ox has a sign out near the
leged hold-u- p
and ay they will be
lie police no toad nissing the ranch, which rends;
uble a prove an alibi.
iMtlnn th milkman's story of This a free runch to any one who
are
r been
held up, since hi té will hoe two rows." The row
'"i a rds, long.
mint are stt ligh: and no money
Is
If the rumh
a success. Mr. Cox
alleg. I to have eetl irt.
i
I
leat, employ I of the lum- - will put down a well and set out about
Ü00
S
next
In
tree
police
tl
spring.
court
The cowboys
ber mills, was
yestei da) morning on a charge of he- - He ill working early and late.
lug drunk. Th- - lomplalnl ngninst
by his wife,
who' Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
was
-

SALE

BE

HOUGH TEST

WITH SERIOUS CRIME

EMPLOYES

NEAR AUCTION RESULTS IN

US GAUGES TO

HIGHWAY

MILKMAN CHARGES

FARM"

Sunday. March

West Gold Ave.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122 So.

Second St.

Sunday, March

18,

THE ALBUQUERQUE CORNING JOURNAL.
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TACE HVR

You May Buy or You May WaJt
Wy! v

But Things MUST Come Our

YOU Maty Think We Are SPECULATING-W- E

Rem em tier

You Will Have To, Also!
--

Know We HeLve x GOOD THING"

at We can aorc t0 waitbut yu cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the lowlands.
That we are the sole owners of the only Heights overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty
square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the hear t of the business district. That, having held this tract intact for years,

9

j

we are now offerng it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will exclude, for all time, all Factories, Stores, Saloons,
Boarding Houses, etc.
That we are expending in improvements over $50,000 and two year's work, and,
at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. 1 That we own our
own water plant and will furnish you, from deep weHs, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the
present rates. J That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to everv residence the Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, anda Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley.
That here you are
above the dust and the dirt or mud, the smoke and the noise of less favored localities. J Remember, that the

Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial
That Silver Avenue, and its adjacent blocks, the only street now redy, the Cream of the Entire Addition, will be the Finest in All New Mexico or Arizona
That beginning at one park and ending at another and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on the crest of the
building line is imposed; that the lots are only sold in sites of 100x132 feet; that no dwellings may cost
highest ground in the tract. That on this avenue a thirty-foo- t
less than $4000, and that the purchaser insures to himself and his heirs his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the
sixty sites on this avenue are so advantageously situated that nothing similar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.

Also, Remember Th&t the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here

GO UP AND SEE!

and Expect to

Build

c

at

tt

i

ot

v

n

Once.

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

The Terrace Addition Improvement Co
HUGE DRAINAGE

ervoir Into great storage basins.
River Found to Be boat Again.
The water from Clear Lake reservoir will find its way on to the Irrigated lands through Lost River, a
tortuous stream. Which
for many years baffled the Inhabitants
Its source
of the country regarding
gnd mouth. It rises in Clear Lake
and. after various windings and doublings, empties Into Tule Lake, only
six miles distant from its source, but
when the engineers have finished with
It It will In truth become a Lost
as a compensation thousand
of prosperous farms will absorb Its
waters.
The great main canals of the project will have a total length of lome
125 miles, with several hundred mUcv
of smaller lateral ditches. One feature of the project necessitates the carrying of water across three deep
and this will be accomplished by means of Inverted syphons. Two
of these will be over Lost river and
In other' Inone over a tributary.
stances inverted syphons of steel pipe
laid in cement will be constructed and
their total length will be over twelve
thousand feet with a capacity of 326,-55- 0
gallons per minute.
Klamath Basin Is over four thousand feet above sea level, with I
charming climate and fertile soil, and
produces all the good things of a
north temperate roll grains, alfalfa,
apples, peaches and most of the d
eldUOUS fruits and all the vegetables
Portland and San Francisco will afit
ford lucrative markets, although
this time the nearest railroad station
Is Pokegania. from which point visitors Into the basin must travel 3 i
miles by singe Two railroad systems,
however, have large forces of men gl
at this time, constructing
work,
branch lines Into the basin, which 'Í
deep-flowin-

AND IRRIGATION

PUN
What (he

OUTLINED

Klamath

Project

Means (or Oregon.
WILL RECLAIM 250,000 ACRES
AT

A

COST

OF

$4,000,000

(Ouy Elliott Mitchell.)
In the "Land of Burnt Out Fires''
hint? near "where rolls the Oregon" hi
I corner of our country brim full of
hature'l wonders, and which was once
better known than it Is today as the
scene of the terrible Modoc massacre
region
In this nearly unlnhablicj
the engineers of Uncle Sam are bus
on a huge drainage
and Irrigation
the
ivurk which may be considered
most unique of any at the government
project. It is known as the Klama'li
project, and lis- lands anil waters are
directly bisected by the ( hegon-- l 'all
Most of til"
forni.'l boundary line.
lauds to be reclaimed, however, are
in Oregon.
H
Oregon In an old new country
w.is settled long before the Indians
were driven out of Minnesota and Uta
Dakota, and yet, by the last census it
had only a little over four persons to
the square mile. Why should there
he this paucity of population in a Ian
admittedly so rich In agricultural possibility's 7 It Is just a matter of rain-t,aMost of the slate lies In the arid
belt belonging In part to the Great
Basin, which includes all of Nevada,
most of Utah and portions of California and Idaho.
Water Is the Balance Wheel.
It is a vast plateau region, deficient
In perennial streams and lacking In
rainfall, yet wealthy In soil and adoi
uble in climate, and wanting only Irrigation to support In comfort a very
Oregon's Immens
great population
valleys and smooth beirhes lie as the
hav lain for centuries, awaiting the
advent of water to blossom Into productivity. Uncle Sam has promised
the water for some of this great region, and the rush of settlers In that
direction Indicates that the
will be there when It comes
The Klamath project involves a
great work of drainage, Irrigation and
storage In unusual combination. Of
the 400,000 acres In the Klamath Basin, 260,000 are to be irrigated under
this project at a rot of over 14.00(1.-immbut which makes the acreage
charge a small one. Klamath Iak
and Tule Lake are two great sheets of
shallow water of nearly 150.000 acres
In extent, which are to be drained and
converted Into small Irrigated farms
These will probably be among the
richest agricultural lands In the world.
Tule rushe have grown In these for
centuries and they are almost muck
bed. Other lands are to be Irrigated through the construction of dams
and the conversion of upper Klamath
;Lake, Clear Lake and Horse Fly res
I

g,

is expected will be completed within a
year or so.
Government Purchase Private Canals
In order to obviate the possibility Of
any future conflict over water rights
the government has purchased all
the private canals in the basin and
will unite thein under
".. Byttem.
Here we have the govcrnuo nt Creating a monopoly of water, but It fortunately Is a monopoly which Is controlled by all of the people and they will
enjoy all of the benefit. The wiping
out of all private claims Is a settled
policy now and the wisdom of this policy Is emphasized when It is remembered that litigation between irrigators over water rights, in many private Irrigation districts, Is annually
costing the settlors more than th1
maintenance of all their canals.
The farmers in the Klamath valley
have organized a water users' associapurpose of complying
tion for the
with the requirements of the national
irrigation act, and making agreements with the secretary of the In- terior, ami the secretary has forma ly approved their articles of incorporation. Tills organization, It Is stat-- I
ed. Is prepared to furnish reliable information concerning the Klamath
basin and the opportunities for home
seekers to lake up homesteads under
this project.

RCBtembcf n piano should last a
lifetime. 'Flint Is one reason why it
ays io Investigate ami esa nine our
targe ami varied assortment of lililí
grade pianos. We are always glad to
show our stock, ccn if you are not
See l.cai mil d ,V l,ln- ready to bin.
demann,

'

TERRITORIAUSMS

territory, where Ihe militia could best stealing 1760 from a store in Tomb- Trimble's Jumbo, which runs lo Hi
el,-lie mobilised,
This Is probably stone, After Committing Ihe tT.'iO I niversity of New Mexico bul the trolley
explained by the fact thai old Gerón- robbery the man was chased all over line winch is building to the University
imo is preparing to go back to Ariz- ihe country before he was spotted ol Arizona at Tucson.
ona for a spell.
again.
Sheriff Tom Wills of Pinal county,
ThS organization of a driving club
one Arthur a. stevensou ot chloago Arizona lias ben ejected president of
in DOUgigftl has again sel the horseis the last victim of Ihe snipe hunthe Badger association,
Details are
men buzzing about
racing circuit to ters, The stunt
as pullet) off at meager but It all came about through
delude Tucson, Phoenix, Douglas ami Phoenix recently ami Arthur as far aa a utile badger tight pulid off in the
Bl PaSO,
Phoenix is admitted to be Is known, is slill in ihe depths of the Ford hotel. Wills Is si id to have tathe best racing town of the bunch, it picturesque wild wood w histling plain
ken the position of second lo the bad-gehas a mile track which will compare lively i.i ihe little snlpelets. Since a
while a wise young mili from th"
with any track west of the Iflgslssjtopl recent well remembered experience easl put up fabulous sums of money
Uaelng there is very popular with a supposed tenderfoot Ihe Albu- - on Ihe bull dog.
river.
querque, snipe enthusiasts have lost
and I, rings out large crowds.
Interest.
.lose Labrldo Is In Ihe tolls In Pres-eoSomeone in Orogrande is making a
for stealing a shotgun, a pair
ti,
tying
of
tin
of
cms
the
practice
tails
Mark Siuiih has
"f field glass's and a pair of shoes.
horses, a practice that is likely to aad grasg a mysterious Intro
bill providing for He was tracked many miles through
to considerable trouble.
Mis Identity a sixth associate Justice for Arizona.
the mountains by the peculiar tac I
discovered he will he arrested and The bill is presumed to be fathered that he tied a pair of orduro trousprosecuted to the full extent of the by the department of Justice, for no ers around his feet to make his trail
law.
one in Ariz ni seems informed in the unrecognisable.
He had sold the field
premises, and here appears no crying glasses to Ihe Indians and the redWhile eighteen hop Mends were in Ü I for Ihe creation of such a sixth skins were having
the time of their
Ihe Mexico hop hop joint at Naco hil- court. Tin- hill has been reported fa-lives siiulntlng through
The
ling Ihe pipe, Ihe Mexican officials vorablv by committee and it Is under- shotgun was found burledthem.
In Ihe reraided Ihe place and arrested everv stood it will pass congress.
canyon.
mote
Jose's methods were
man. with Ihe exception of one, who
.
to say the least, a Utile peculiar.
made his exit through a window Th
afarienps Chapter of the Daughters
proprietor was also arrested.
They of the American Revolution has taken
Free
and bund concert at
were taken lo Jail and fined J10 each. up an important work In Ihe honoring Traction dance
Park this
Don't
of the memory of Ihe pioneers of the fall lo go.
The tentacles of the octopus are lOtMhWeat, The ork will be begun by
reaching into Arizona. II Is under-tOOproperly marking the grave of r,,i.
forget,
Will be free
the Standard Oil company Is of- rilarles I). Poston, Arizona's flrgl dele- lunch in nilthe white there
Blephani on Bat- fering isOe.OOl for the Mountain Vle
gate io congress, The chapter also urday evening. Don I
- It
or Blabee.
Development company,
ni sic thai a proper tablet narks
Bernard Schuster of Bl Paso, is the Ihe place, al .Viva Jo Spring, Wiicre
I
a
Be Beieited.
nominal purchaser, but there Is little territorial government lirst w is anStyles or forms of ruling ,,r punchdoubt that the System Is pulling the nounced in Arizona.
In
lst4. and ing cannot be patented. We will du-- 1
strings.
where Governor Goodwin first raised plicate any Job of special ruling or
-ihe Atmerli an dag,
punching you may want for your loose
Among the usual Informal
Jail
leaf sjsfcin.
In
down
SOU
bleaks
II Is announced that the rapid Iran-si- t
them Arizona
II. S. I.llligow A Co.
I
li ii ('ousiiencc
absconded from ihe
line will be in operation to the Unl. Bookbinders.
Journal Building.
WhiLowell Jusgado the other day.
VerSlty by May 1st. To forestall nnv
n- should
inied Conscience doil false Impression It should be explainPor picture rraming go lo New Me
not yel appear.
Is wanted
for ed that this does not refer to Trlm- - Cunter'l Book Store.
in 31
--

Cochise ount
The tax
has a nluJol. lie is tryii);
ti
tin
to colled $t;.oon Jb.ick
year
05.
oHci-fm-'i- d'

i

Arizona

i

1

--

-

It is gravely reported th it a warm
municipal campaign is expected III
he any Other
II conM h
Yuma.
unless He y held lb " c i mpalgn in
i refrigerator.

r,

mil-way-

tt

Douglas

ÍHir way

i.i in i

have

a

It has
commercial clul
recently secured a v. M. i A., and
has several first class saloons which
appea ciulte promising,
d

i

.-

-

The Carlsbad city council is thinking about considering a water works
I robably
the
franchise proposition.
Carlsbad city fathers don't know what
going up
a bunch of grief they're
against.
There is an epidemic of gate stealing among Hie small boys down at La
Huerta In the Perns valley and th"
farmers have to guard their gates
wllh shot guns or tie them down wliii
log chains.
The wav the people of Xcedlos hiked out of town the other day when
news of h gold strike sixteen miles
southwest arrived, show that the glitter of the "yaller" Is as powerful as
in Ihe davs of '49.

Governor Kibbev of Arizona li IS
received a request from tiie quarterFashlona bh Millinery lo suit all master general of the armv to tell him
occasions and all purse at the Eecon- - all he knows ghoul the available
strength of the NVitlonal guard of thai
omlst.

i

1

--

I

urn-moo-

--

e- -l

I

I

--
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GOLD COIN FLOUR
The best is always the cheapest. Gold Coin Flour
is the best.

horn-build-

i,

GOLD COIN FLOUR

PAGE SIX.
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THEALBÜQU
able to communicate with his family.
i no cases nave been reported to the
police here, and they together with
government officials, are Invcstlgat-- I
Ing charges that the men never re- ceived a cent In wages ami w ere drlv- 'en to work like slaves In all sorts of
weather.

DAWSON COA L
CAMP SCENE OF
BIO INDUSTRY

PUNCHED THE DEPUTY.
Boa oi spanNii (jcwei ! rim- - Rsweaita
fYillri-lm- s
of Others Work.
Madrid, Mar. 17- .- .s the royal cor
tege was passing the chamber of com- merce a nephew of General Primo
Rivera, the former eommander of the
Spanish troops in the Philippine Isl
ands, savagely assaulted Deputy So- glano for criticising acts of the Spaa- . ish
generals in Cuba and the Philippines.
Senor Sogiano was knocked
'down, and lost two of his teeth.
The assault followed united declar
ations upon the i art of Cent ráis Rivera. Weyler. Blanco. Pnlavieja. and
l.inares denying the charges of Irregularity in Cuba and the Philippines..
General Rivera announced
that he would resign from the army
unless the government defended the
generals against the charges and Gen
era Weyler declared that he Intended
to take their defense into his
own
banda.
Riveras- nephew thereupon
ueierminea to publicly assault Deputy
sogiann, who was chiefly responsible
tor tne criticisms.

JOURNAL".
i

THE STORE OF RELIABIL.IXV

I
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMEN TS
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There is no use talking to the contrary, Wednesday Bargain
Day at the

.

I

Four Hundred

Houses Are

Occupied by Miners.
HUNDRED

MORE BUILDING

COKE OVENS NEARLY DONE

past year there ha
in New Mexico a coal
bon
imp. which it i boasted, will be
' '
of the finest in the weal when
completed, and for which ,i great
il.'Hl i.f
iirk his been done. Six hundred and forty-eigof the latest Im- BILLY M M. IS BELIEVED TO
Hi: AT IMS OLD Tl tICkS
proved vena that will tave not only
the coke, hut the Ran and tar beNotorious Outlaw Has I.nlr In Northll lea, are nearly completed there and
ern Mexico Mountain.
ten openings have already been
Chihuahua. Méx., Mar. 17. That
mads for the finest coal vein In New
the
who held up the Dolores
bandits
Mexico,
hi' h it i claimed
in not mine
conducta recently have entirely
be excelled In quantity and quality.
ped Is certain, and there is pracWhile the camp has been under
course of construction a railroad la tically no dOUbt but that the;steadily building toward It and whan is every fugitives from Justice. Thei"
reason to believe that they
the ovens are completed and the have escaped
over into Sonora, whcr
mines ire working full biaat there a
considerable number of those renewill I.e fin illlleg for handling the
gades
hang out, and have been doing
output.
AJread) over four hundred houses so for years.
Hilly
Stiles, the notorious outlaw,
re oeeupled by miners ami their
wives ,md famllle
with coke work- and the two Musgraves are In ' thai
of the Sierra Madres.
leíamen and other laborers: and one section
la veiv
little doubt but that
two
niiiKiieij mor'
course tough
in
"!..
who broke Jail in
of eonstrui Hon
than two Wyomingcharacters
were over about Temosach-i- c
hundred tents
pied
with
gl
the conducta was held
families awaltln
I to move up Ittheis timeopen
Ourlng:

the
growing

GLOBE STORE
is about the most popular event of the week in
Albuquerque. And the reason is not hard to find.
A bargain day at the Globe Store is a day of real

-

ht

bargains

i

Imo. To irg
stores are
doing as lug
business as any In
t he
r Colorado It i claimed,
,i inns
hile theie are l wo washers and
two tipples.
Contrary to the usual
i uatom
of opening new oajnpi there
nre hut two saloons ind both of
them are closed on Sunday and Ihe
laim In made that there I no rear
door opening either.
The new tnanajremen l of the camp
closed all gambling "first shot out of
the hox. over one hundred teams are
employed dally working on the various grades In and around the ovena,
while about twenty others are haul-iiistone and sand. Contractors
fioni all over southern Colorado and
northern New Mexico have sent In
men here for this work.
Besides the railroad which is op
s: Lg
erated "li i small S( ahbetween Maxwell
Cuy and
Dawson snd tin HeC autoinobl ' llnr
from liatón is crowded dallj with
people omlng Into the amp.
I
III"' narliei hops nre m opera-hoar- d
turn and there are no end of
ing houses.
The water supply, which
ways a problem for most coal ampi
is easily oh oil at Dawson, for It Is
said that they hue water there,
plenty of It, and clear and cold as
when It came out of Its mountain
springs
.lust now a line new company hos- pllal Is In ourae
of construction,
w hn h In
besides the doctor's offl- ees twenty looms for patients.
Th"
i Hinp Is as busy as a bee hive, thriv- log every day. and as thf
iplr
rowd Into the plan an
made for them.
B

i

k

tie-lin-

,

(

--

.1-

,

LOCAL AND PERSONAL

an
secret that an American In this city knew the Wyoming
wet-.outlaws
there. A sheriff' front
that stat'- came lo re looking for them
i short time in fore the holdup took

placa.
Hilly Smith has been around town
since last Saturday and will soon bo
as well as he ever was
The Mexican
hoy who fought so bravely against Ihe
oannill is recovering at liuerrcro under Uia care of Dr. N'iehol.
Tío- Dolor, s Mines company. J. Jor-

dan Hardy, general manager. has
done the nobis thing hy Smith and
the brave Mexican boy The Company
has spared no pains or expense In
having them eared for ami they both
go hai'k Into the employ Of that corporation as soon aS they have

to

IMKItK

SAILORS
ISIT INCIKN1

CAIRO

Instructions before prn-co- i
ding to the capital.
The duration of the visii ,,r
the
squadron Is not known. It is believed
ih ii the Oalveetnn and Chattanooga
v ii
go to' (Thing or Japan
The ;nlveeton'a croa Is lubllanl over having
passed a satisfactory inspection y(- terday,
Rear Admiral Slgsbre'i call ra today included th,American
consul
general, Mi Iddlnga: Admiral Bloin- fi' Id. Maim
Downing,
commanding
the garrison, ami Judge Batcheller,
I

The goods that will

be placed on sale

that day are not the cheap,
shoddy stuff that is manufactured for such occasions, and usually used
by dealers to put on special sale, but will be taken from our regular
sto:k. From 9 o'clock in the morning until 5 o'clock in the evening
all towels listed will be sold at the prices given below, before and after
these hours they will be sold to no one except at the regular retail prices.
Unbleached, hqnoy-cominches, regular price
price
i

b

I

Towels,
for 26c,

tOxSO

I

I.ot

sale
for Hie

Good huck Towels, red borders al ends,
sises 14x22, (ringed ends, sale price each. Re

3

Linen crash hand Towels,
white check with fringed ends,
each
3

red

i.ot

Bleached huég Towels, ilse 17x11, three
red snipes at each snd, sale price each. .top

I.ot I

der

Fine huck Towels, size I"X2. red hnr- ; for
01 ends, sale price

I Bleached Turkish Towels,
sale price

I.ot

slue

."ir

In

14X.10,
;

fc

fur

fancy
Half bleached Turktah Towels,
bordara, always sold for 2 So each, sale
price
2 for :."

FINANCE

AND COMMERCE

""'I

l'r

M

Mlssoui
Pai (Be
New York Ceatr il

I

-

fanoy i'.r.iy Ma briggan Shirts
and Drawera, wall made and nicely Mulshed, always sold lor Hác hit eanneiil sale

7::
lien's fine Jersey Ribbed Shirts and
Drawers, ecru g color, regular 25c
Komis, per garment

Other dealers for
No.

i.v

Mil
Men's Balbrlggan BbtrtS and Drawers, blue in color, ail size: regular Mo
garments, sale price per garment
20c

No.

ssl

No.

i

a"ltied
The vonna

man Informed their

fam-llle-

a

of their detention and effort"
era set af..oi iii Philadelphia to so
iium-le- r
tire their release Meanwhile
of them - III :, the result of px
posure Desiiernte whn relief did not
come from home after the) had written .f liielr eoiidiHop xiini- of
attempted to make their escape
from the railroad camp, hut fnnnd
fhemsohe surrounded on all sides tu
impassable swamps and under continual surveillance.
Letters having reached home. Mr
Miller and parents of other yount
men commenced
an Investigation
from this city, and learner! in a few
days that by sending down about t
each they could secure the return of
their relatives. This was done and
the, men were released and allowed to
nike .heir way to Philadelphia
best they r.nild
AS a result 01 the oxieisuie Yonna
Iiempeey is agid to he In serlou co dltlon. and Miller I broken m health
Joseph Stan another Phlladelphlau.
is rcporiea 10 oe seriously ill ana un- f-

5.3-II-

.1

ll.Off

No.

i.

St,

luls.

unchanged.

Mar.

W(

gar,.

;;.--

In,

our

Ml Men's Fine Whit- - Balbrlggan Shirts
and Draws, silk (rimmed,! an elegant garment and worth $1 per garment, our
!" '
110

Money to Loan

On Furniture. Pianos. Organs. Horses.
Wurrnna o nI ntha I'll illolu' alen fin

alarles and warehouse receipts, as
Loans are quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain In your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamshln tickets to and from all
Darts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 rnA 4. Grant Bldg.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
05 West Railroad Avenue.
FOR RENT.
FÓV RENT
Four, five and
houses, one furnished. W.'H. McMIII-In- ,
real estate dealer, 211 W. Gold.mlO
house,
FOR RENT Seven-rooKeleher avenue, Jlfi.00: lots of shade,
J
E. H. Du ffnnd atnhle l.irire vnrd.
ha T Ar f
furnished
RENT Nicely
FOR
front room, lights and bath. 1 10.00.
607 S. Edith.
ml,
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. 413 V.
ml'.t
Silver avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant room, furnished; modern. No health seekers.
423 S. Fifth street.
tf
FOR RENT One handsome suit"
of rooms; also one single room. Ta- ble board, 713 W. Copper avenue. m20
FUR RENT Furnished room. 308
m24
Santa Fe avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished front room
with bath; no sick people. 413 K,
m2 1
Hazeldine.
cotia,".
FOR RENT A new
in the Highlands, screen porch, well
arranged.
In the healthiest part of
the city. $15.00. City water free. L.
T. Delaney, 215 W. Gold avenue.
light
FOR RENT Rooms for
tf
housekeeping. 512 N. Second st.
brick cot- FORRENT Five-rootage with modern conveniences, close
H. H. Tilton, room 19, Grant
in.
tf
building.
Furnished rooms. 51 1
FOR
m22
Third street.
FUR RENT Unly a few days left
to buy furniture cheap. 205 S. Edith
m1S
p
street
house with
FUR RENT Five-roohath. Dr. Wilson. 406 S. Arno st. tf
FUR RENT. Three nicely furnish110
ed rooms
for housekeeping.
mi 9
South Broadway.
FOR RENT Four rooms for light
housekeeping; two rooms each. 1207
tf
S. Second st.
room;
FOR" RENT Good
office
New
Grant
modern conveniences.
Apply M
i's studio.
building.
'f
FOR RENT Brick house with
Maynard
bath at 207 N. Fifth st.
low as J10.00 .aid as high as 1200. on.

six-roo- m

m

11-

-

1

al

I

m

m

first-clas-

of-tlc- e.

--

7jc

Men's very fine Whin- Uaje Thread
Shirts and Drawers; Strictly lirst class in
every particular and g i enough for any
one to wear; usually sold for fl.SO per
garment, our price
spun
No li.'il
Men's White Usía Th,,-.,,ITnMn
Suits; full fashioned, iiest of linish and
trinilmngs: the most Comfortable garment
fOr warm weather made; worth $1.7.", per
;
suit, our price
$1.25
may seem a little early to huy this goods, but
al the juices named, money can he made hy
buying at this time and putting the garmenl
away until they arc needed.
No

i

I

ojjjk

-

'

jl

d

be found at the store under the

BIG GLOBE SIGN

steady

I.

jUAJ4fcy.

t

- WlNll.
17.

and

I' l
Itfia French Balbrlggan Shirts and
Drawera. ecru In color; well made
nicely lUilahed and always sold for
lie each, sale price, per garment

per garment,

.

M.00I.M.

I

2.V

Bargains like the above can only

- -Chicago Live stis'k
Chicago. Mar. 17. Cattle Receipts
.'(iiiiO
Market steady.
).1.4u
i
in cows and heifers. H.OOfj í,4)0
atofkers and feeders. If.lOfi ,11,
Sheep Receipts, 2. .inn.
Market
strong
Sheep. 3.i'54i S.mi:
lambs,

tl

price per garment
no Men's. Fine Balbriggan Shirts
Drawers, ecru In Color, regular éflc
ments, sale price, per garment
il'-

gar-ment- s,

I'.ui was unlet and unchanged at
5.4.'. and sieiter at K.309I.SB.
:,
Slrrei
Msxli an dollar-- . ;,(.
It..-cs-

.Men's BalbriggaJI Shirts and Drawers, black, all sizes: regular 50c garments,
--

Tác

pri

No,

,

IOi

Men's While Balbrlggan Shins and
Drawers, very line and beautifully llnish-ed- :
guilds of the saine grade an- sold b
805

'jo

o.

.Men's

pri

Men's Fine Derby Ribbed Shirts and
Drawers, salmon color, all sizes; these
e,
is are regular 'die value, but will be
old for u.v the suit or per garment.,

nil

in..mi. Casting

UNDERWEAR
114

'

Mistering son In swampy district
They decided lo qui! and return north
but uj-tInformed th'- would not :..

,,--.

fo.

litis connection mention may be made of
the large line of drawnwork carried.
These gOOdl come in Mexican. Japanese,
ami American work, and are priced In
keeping with the towels, in the stock are
many beautiful pieces that are adapted lo
the various uses of dining room and tied
room requirements, and will well repay
for the trouble of examination,

SUMMER

No. S02

ll '

.

XMI

each,

-

PitOBKKTY

m

Pennsylvania
U7
St. Iollls fj San Frailéis, ,1. e
olid preferí ei
PrsMMjrlvanla Rom THI Hamiwlng
II
Union Pai m
Tale ot 1
United
.sie.-States
Phlladelpln., p.. Mai li
Waller
do preferred
Miller and ('hiis'lan Luke fCNell, who
Western
Union
lottirned to this rlty from Florid de
UnlK d si lies oBnda
otara thaj were "shanghaied t,, warn
103s
on railroad oonstructloh In th swamp Refunding J'g,
I'M i,
district
say that condition" R. do ntipon Th"
funding o
registered.
101
there amount ptacllcllv to slavery
101 ii
Voiiiir Millet who
to'pheu of Olddo teoupon
registered
101
i 'ounollman brothers Mayoi Weaver's
do coupon
04favorite in the tight for prealdenl (
New
s.
i
1
regietered
the select conned, accepted work
do
coupon
1
him by n employmeni agenc)
here and with other Phlladelphlans
Hie Metals.
went south Re sas I hey found eon
NSW
York. Mar.
17. Copper
Is
dlttntii there unbearable;
bad food oiin In t
i.ike quoted . at
brutal treatment, and work under a IS. ".01 tX.7.'t, wiih
S..'.-,iKleefrolvlle
I

Oc

On Wedneeday, March II, beginlng al
o'clock.
we will place on sale at special prices, a complete Hue of these gooda, and lo convince
prospective buyers thai we are offering real
bargains, quota Uta following prices:

Metropolitan

WORK IN

8

MEN'S

i

Ml

22x44;
ü.'ic

thin underwear and this is going to be a mighty good time to buy

Glli-mo-

Wf.ll MID

nU-

2!i-'-

i

WEIIE

price

He

The days are gradually growing warmer, and we are reminded that in
a short time the torrid days will be here. Torrid days require mighty

v

t9,

Bleached Turkish Towels, size ".2x38,
regular price 10c and Itc Osv hi sale proe

Lot

I ih
'ago Board of Trade.
Chicago,
Mar.
17. Possibility of
dei
rease
The United Rtatea .md territorial
in exports from Argentina
grand jurors empaneled for H- i- term because of a strike of dock laborara
of court that begins tomorrow arc strengthened the local wheat market
i ailed lo l.t
p, ,
at the com t rtOUIH today. May wheat opened at n
at a o'clock.
sold up to TÉ Tt and closed
1té
at the top. July ranged between 77 7s
Leonard Miner,
the well known
and closed ut 7S&V4.
whistling soloist. Who has a position andMay
wllh Ihe Santa IV company her,-- left g. coldcorn opened43 at 431', to 741 HQ
between
and 43
and
last night foi Sterling, Illinois, his
old home, whet, he vmii spend several cloned at 43 S fy .
p
May oats opened .it 211a fa
weeks.
sold between
ami
The ladte- - of John a. Logan Oral,
and closed at the lowest point.
Ladles of the Grand Arm) of the H
public gva a st Patrick's da) o lai
Wall Street.
last nighi ihlch was highly success-fu- i
New York. Mar. IT.
A slight
Bag
Some ninety guests wen pres In prices today was largely attributed
en I a musical program appropriate to Inaction, the market having
sunk
to the evening as rendered and de- into a state of practical stagnation.
lightful refreshment! were erved.
"li
Amalgamated i opp.-if B Dunbai "f Seattle, Washing- Sugar
Atl hlson
ton, a broth) of k ii Dunbar,
do preferred
known insurance man
of this
elty. whs a visitor In Albuquerque fy .Ve Jersey lent ral
'hesapeake ft
hlo
shoit lii
to .Manila, in
his N
he Philippines
Mr
Dunbar, whu st. Paul, preferred
Rig Pour
wag formerly proprietor of the
'0 01 ado
bous.- in Cincinnati, is about
Soul ham
do in st prefei rod
build a irgc hotel in Matul at a c,,t
do second preferred
of 1:im nan. which a ill I., the tie
II
hnatclry In the islands
Mr. Dunlin Beta
Manhattan
is a prominent hotel pi hi and

Monda:

Towels,

regula

size

in addition i the above numbers wo desire to
Call especial attention lo our complete line
Of line linen Towels,
with colored, hemstitched, and drawnwork holders, prices
ranging front, eAch.
gjg to fi,oo

3;

Lot J

-

in Unbleached Turkish
lie, ivy and durable,
fot Ohil sale only

and
price

sab-

II
Extra line lim n buck Towels,
2lxHi. unbleached, 'regular price
each, sale price

. .PERSONAL

findfnr
u
iiiiu.it- - aim corner, 101 iix
100 feet; 71 feet of cement sidewalk
and city waler. Must be sold at once.
Tnnillre lit f,54 Knsl Pn:il avenue
FOR SALE.- - Acoustlcons, to the
ear what the eyeglass is to the eye.
fall evenings from fi to 6 or Saturday
forenoons. Miss Philbrick, Commer-cia :'.
Club building.
FUR SALE Light Brahma eggs
F. Palmer, 501 N,
ifor hatching.
First street.
tf
FUR SALE Eggs from best lay
ing strains Minorcas, Leghorns
and
Fishel's White Plymouth Rocks, $1.00
per setting. 909 N. Eleventh st. alO
FOR SALE Country store, includ
ing store, building 40x70 feet, store
fixtures, stock of general merchandise,
residence and forty acres of
patented land. Business will pay a
profit of three thousand to four thou
sand dollars a year. Owner is obliged
to sell and will state why to those in
terested. W. A. Heather, Cliff, N. M.
Knit SALE The oldest and best
established Candy Kitchen and Ice
Cream Parlor in Albuquerque.
Call
at 211 South Second street and in
vestigate,
tf
FOR SALE Small drug store in
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300 Sliroadway.
tf
Eggs for hatching.
FOR SALE
per settinz.
White Leghorn, $1.00
1043 N. Eighth stre w
a5
FUR SALE Eggs for setting, $1.00,
R.vred Plymouth Rock. 210 North
Walter.
a4
Ei l: SALE
5. ooo rhubarb plants.
The best in the land. Mann Bros. a3
FUR SALE Furniture, sewing ma
chine, cheap. Room 4, Grant build- Ing.
ml7
FOR BALE See McSpadden, the
Exchange Man lietore you huy any
thing. He has over $1.000.000 worth
of houses,
land, merchandise, etc.,
lor sale. 300 South Broadway.
tf GunHiil.
tf
.small"" stock of nier- KUK SALE
FOR RENT Furnished room, modT. L. Mc- handise at a bargain.
ern. 72 4S. Second st.
tf
Snadden. .S00 S. Broadway.
houses;
FUR RENT Two
FOR SALI''. - New and second-han- d
Auto, phone 513 or call
hue 'es at Albuquerque Carriage Co. furnished.
tf
FUR RALE All lots in Coronado at 101 S. Fourth st.
T. L McSpadden. 300 South
Dlace.
FOR RENTTo persona wishing
eleprivate rooms with board.
eoadway.
The
FUR SALE. Buy a home on easy gant residence of Nathan Barth, 422
payments. I have two snaps. T. L. North Sixth street, has been neatly
s
furnished and started as a
McSpadden, 300 S. Broadway.
tf private hoarding
and rooming house.
Knit SAI.E (lit TRADE. Ranches Large airy rooms, reception hall and
parlors, double porches, large grounds.
from $!I00 to $25.000. T. L. McSpad
Terms reasonable.
den, 300 s. Broadway.
tf
tf Phonel38.
FUR RENT Furnished rooms, all
EUR SALE nit TRADE Two room
modern
415
ing houses.
conveniences.
North
T. L. McSpadden. 300 S.
Second street.
tf
Broadway.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms bv
FUR SALE OR TRADE. Are you
day. week or month, also rooms
interested in mines. I have some said the
for light housekeeping.
Mi's.
Eva
to be good deals. Talk with me. T. Flaming.
113 West Lead ave.
tf
L. McSpadden. 300 8. Broadway.
tf
FUR RENT Apartments in ParkFOR SALE I have some good val view Terrace, eight rooms earn, mod
ties In residence property. See me be ern equipment throughout. H. H. Til- fore you buy. T. L. McSpadden, $00 ton, room 19.Orant block.
BOUtn nroa.iway,
11.000 TO LUAN on rood real estate.
at 8 per cent. P. O. Box2DL
MALE HELP WANTED.
LOST AND FOTND.
WANTED
competent
A
house
painter, call at 802 S. Walter.
LOST Gentleman's
small carved
in 20
leather purse containing money, be.
SALESMAN
Experienced in anv tweeu
in Santa
depot
shops
and
Fe
line to sell general stores In New Mex
ico; an unexcelled apéela ly proposi yards. Leave at Morning Journal
Reward.
tion. Commissions and $35.00 week- FUI'ND- - "jeweled stick pin.
F. c7
la for expenses. The Continental Jew- Rullington. Commercial Club
elry Co., Cleveland Ohio.
WANTED
Salesman, competen!.
for men's furnishing and shoe deBAKERIES.
partment; must lie able to wait on
HI! HAD. PIES AND CAKES DE- Spanlah trade. Only experienced need Mvered to any nart of the city, wed- apply. Address, giving references, p. "inn caaes u specialty: sausraciion
5. in. Mailing,
Kiiar iiueeii.
Il Hoy "14
Bakery. 207 South First street.
A smart boy to work in M
WANTED
store at 315 Pacific avenue, corner of
tKOlESSlONAL.
Broadway,
mil
ATTORNEYS.
WANTED
On Salary,
if vou are It W. D. BRYAN- energetic, intelligent and have a clean
Attorney at Law.
m , L o or,.,., I mnnm,
'leeiicl Voo
Office In First National bank bulld- Ing.
N. M.
Alhuouern.ue,
solicitor oil a rapid selling propo
PHYSICIANS.
sition.
Address C, B. H, Morning
Journal.
tf DR. R. L. HL'ST
1,
N. T. Arimlio Bldg.
Room
Bookkeeper, statii ex- wanted
Tuberculosis treated with High Fre- perience.
Address P. O. Box 3 3.'I
v
Electrical Current and Germl- uiieiu
WANTED
Laborera, native an.l elde. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
m. Trained nurse in attendance.
whit.-and all trades supplied with 4
help on short notice.
Also domestic Roln 'phones.
servants. Abraham's Employment Of- - Dll. J. It. WROTH
Physician and Surgeon.
nee, :ii5
s. First st.
Automatic
Albuoueroue. N. M.
'phone 290.
tf
DR. J. E. BRONSON
WANTED.
Homeouathlc.
Physician and Surgeon.
WANTED
TU EXCHANGE New
Room 17 Whiting Block.
money for furniture and household
8 W. Gold.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH
goods.
Practice Limited
WANTED
To loan money on im- Eye. Ear. Nose. Throat.
proved property.
J. It. Miller. 31 5
n ml Aurist for Santa Fe coast
w. Copper avenue,
11120 lines, office ;ii3Vi w. Railroad av.
WANTED- Neat capable
girl fori IJonrs 9 to. 2 a.ni , 1.301
DENTISTS.
general housework, family of two.
Apply Dr. Cutter, Santa
Fe hospl-- I DR. J. E. KRAFT
Surgeon.
tf Rooms IP Dental
and 1 Grant Block, over
WANTED
A girl who can cook the Golden Rule Drv Goods company.
md do housework. Apply lo Dr. Cut-- 1 Automatic Phone 272: Colorado. 164.
ter, S uit Fe hospital, from 9 to 10 E. .1. ALGER. D. D. 8.
a. m. and 1 to 3 p. m.
Offices: Arlinllo block, opposite Goltf
Rule. Office hours. S:0 a. m. to
WANTED A cook at 217 S. Fourtli den
m.: 1:20 to 6 d. m. Auto- if: JO
street.
f matlc d.
462.
Anpolntmenta
WANTED
Two girls for sewing: made bv mall
girls to learn OH. L. E. ERVIN
;himo iho apprentice
nressmaKing. 41 a .v second at.
tf
Dentist.
Auto Phone 691.
WANTED
First class cook and Rooms 20 and
22.
Whiting block, over
housekeeper. Apply Mrs. W. I). Ar- rlhl, Elmhnrsl bote:. Norh lib st. tfi Lri'rii'irjL a"d LtnjejBan.n. "
AITOiTNTANT.
WAN"; ED
A second-hanMajestic
"
or Home Comfort range. Address P. EXPERT ACCOUNTING
Hooks audited, statements prepared,
I. i.j Mnniins; Join nal.
;f
improved systems installed. , Twenty
Z"..
.. v.
w
i vrijn
tiMtunitia.
......
.
.
Il
l, II ilII hOj eiin' .....",' ... "n Z'Tu
" '
white, and all trades
supplied
S "V."
' '
Ul ,,w"f- 2
f.'i'
help on short notice.
Also domes.!St ' AlbUdUem.le, N. M.
, ,
servants A hru tin m'w k'.mnlnv
lice, a 1 S. First st.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
Automatic
phone 290.
if j. r. FAR WELL
WANTED ff you want to buy. aell '
iivii
MfiV
or exchange anything, talk with F. L. Room
'
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
lluh'CTitf F- W.
p
'
f
SPENCER
v?:y,n:.buy
,,,..Mí'D J v j iiui tu N?ilmrsi
wallingford
,, i,,i, ,,,
t nil
aun,
phone 180.
u icnoms 46 and
M,,rnett .ínlidln
Hnth 'Phomis.
WANTED To exchange a food
11.800 business for city property. F.
I ' N I) KKT A K E 1 1 S.
U Megpadden. 30fl South Broadway.
BORDERS
W N'T ED
Laborers, native and
City
white, and all trades
supplied wlin Rial k o,- whiteUndertaker.
hearse, 15.00. Gom-er- ,
help "ii short notice.
I II
Also domestic
Ruildlng. Auto telephone
Cluh
servants. Abraham's Employment Of- - ..l
Colorado, rxd 116. Albuqucrqu.
nee, 811
s. First st.
Automatic N'ew Mev,.n.
'phone I0.
"' "
if
8HERIX)CRHOLME8
WANTED Salesladies
...- must
be
,n ,hl.
omul, nun lHe
competent and exuerlcnced
A ,1,1......
tOWn Who Wants Ihnl
,l,l In
Iln writing, giving references, p. o. i',í i,ol'e of vours as surely and n
HOX 234.
'Sherlock's fee would be larger.

unsir.

'

i.ot :

Weather Kxareraxt.
Washington. Mai IT
New Mexico
pair In south rain 01
Arizona
now in north portion
Stinda. and

For

Linen, Huck and Cotton Towels

I.ot

awaiting

SUP i

TiVlM

'six-roo-

I

-

fake about it.

mil

ti eet.

we will endeavor to interest the housewives of the city in

i.ot

row
Many officers
men from
th
ships of the American squadron are
going to Cairn
Rear Admiral Sigan e

nj

FOR SALK.
FOR SALE Saddle and drivirn- horses or good light work horse. 614
S. Broadway.
ml; I
FOR SALE Poultry
houRe and
fence of poultry netting.
1043 N.
Eighth street.
r un oAba Majestic range in use
two months.
Inquire 724 S. Walter.'
FOR SALE Horse and buggy,
cneap, ir sota at once, perfectly safe
for ladies. Call before Wednesday.
Also separate buggy and harness, ice
box, iron bed and two stoves. G. M.
Webster, 623 S. Walter street.
FUR SALE OR EXCHANGE For
city or ranch property, a new furnlsh-- I
ed rooming house. Best location in
the city. Address F. J. this office, tf
Four-rooFUR SALE In Highlands.
modern home, corner lot, very
desirable location. Apply at 703 P.
Arno street.
m23
FUR SALE The furniture of a
house. 228 N. Wulter st.ml7
FUR SALE Only a few days left
to buy furniture cheap. 205 S. Edith

five-roo-

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21

I,o

waiilug Inilmlrnl Klgsboc.
stinct Ions it tletandrla.
Alexandria. Mai iv
Rear Admlr-ilte- d
ill Slgshee today v
the governor,
The latter will rel in the visit to mor
II

--

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

,,

'sJjMjldJng

-

hao-.i-

-

fit) Lite Stork.

Kansas city. Mar. 17. Cattle ReI nnn.
Market steady, Native
steers. I4.2r.ft 7 on- sou them Marx
1.100 1.10; southern eows. $.Z.
14.00: 1.1 live cows and heifers. 12.:'.'.
r..2J.
and feedeis. $' 7:, ii
LSI hulls I3 00fi4.l&: calves $3,00
$
S..T: wentern steers,
7
i 5. 111.
I ':.',.! .11
westioo fed cow
Sheep Receipts, none.
Market
unchanged. Sheep. Ilnn-90 lamb"
$&.&04.&. range wethers. t( 400
I.VP; tea ew ei, 14.25 O 5.15.

on West Railroad avenue the store of reliability, quality
and one price everything m,irked in plain figures at the
price anyone can buy, lor man, tornan or child ycur money
back ii wanted.

ceipt.

j

sffM-ker-

:
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A CHANGE

FOR STATEHOOD

I

GOLD COIN FLOUR

PRESE T CONGRESS
Arizona

MORNING

Leader Says Cause

Is Not Yet Hopeless.

Be sure and see

KEEN BUSINESS MAN POINTS OUT

that this Flour is on your list and
have no other.

OODSAGAINSTSINGLESTATEHOOD

J. L. Hwbbcll Believes Our Only Chance

GOLD COIN FLOUR

Is to Get in Now as Tail to

Oklahoma's

Kite.

L. Hubbell, of Ganado. Arione of the prominent business
men of the sister territory and the
leader of the republican party la
A pacta county, was in Albuquerque
yesterday for the day. Mr. Hubbell

Hon. J.

zona,

has just returned from Washington
where he has been for some days
working; in the interest of the Joint
statehood cause; not as he is careful
to explain, because he wants Joint
statehood for Arizona and New Mexico, but because he would rather have
Joint statehood than none at all and
he sees that it is jointure or nothing.
Mr. Hubbell witnessed the exciting
finish of the first chapter of the present statehood battle in the senate, and
under the circumstances he is not dissatisfied with the outcome.
"It is very much better for Nw
Mexico and Arizona to have been Ct1
completely out of the bill," said Mr.
Hubbell yesterday, "than to have hail
it go to the house with the Foraker
amendment,
for in my opinion the
house would have concurred in the
Poraker amendment and that would
have meant the end of statehood for
an Indefinite number of years for New
Mexico and Arizona for no matin
what may be said by our friends, or
our enemies, the unpleasant fact re- mains that we are but the tail of the
Oklahoma kite, that we are hanging
to Oklahoma's coat talis and that once
Oklahoma gels In without us, hope,
for statehood for New Mexico and
Arizona is gone unless there be a
complete revolution in congressional
sentiment on the subject.
"But the senate having mutilated
of It.
the bill by slicing out one-hathe house is not likely to concur.
Speaker Cannon Is apparently determined to stand to his guns and the
(muse Is with him. as the caucus ac- lion of a few days ago shows, the
house voting agatnst concurrence by
a vote of 124 to 35.
"The bill will go to onference now
and as the conference committees will
he named by the president of the senate and the sneaker of the house th
interests of the Hamilton bill will lie
looked after.
It Is my opinion that
we have a ehanee of getting the bill
passed now without the Foraker
amendment. There was none at all
before.
The Tremendous Antl Influence,
"It Is fallacy to talk of single statehood for New Mexico and Arizona under existing conditions in the national
government and while the sentiment
of a vast portion of the country remains as It is. A glance at the Influences against us is quite sufficient to
make it clear.
"In the first place we have the railroad and mining interests of Arizona
working directly against statehood, be.
cause, as is well known, the taxation
conditions under the present form of
government could not be improved for
Senator Clark
those interests.
present taxation conditions!
in Arizona before the committee on
territories. It is well known that Sen-atClark pays taxes on JXOO.OOn on
the t'nlted Verde when the Improve- ments on the property alone are worth
two million, and the property itself
at the very smallest figure, is worth
are
fifteen millions. These influences
..
linen no souaiy agaiosi ihhiiwtc ..f
any kind.
"Next we have our friends, well
meaning, believing us enitled to single statehood, unwilling to accept anything else even though they know sinThey art
gle statehood is Impossible.
sincere. I believe Senator Foraker
himself Is sincere, but we should be
delivered from our friends.
"Last and strongest of all is the political influence, the objection to more
western senators, the belief that New
Mexico and Arizona are not flt for
any
conditions.
statehood, under
What can we hope for with forces
like these against us? We can look
for nothing better than we have Just
now. a bare chance to slip Into th
Union as a Joint state by holding fast
to the coat tails of Oklahoma. It Is
jointure or nothing and while I am
not enthusiastic about Jointure, while
It Is an Injustice to both territories,
yet It is better than nothing and we
had best take It If we get the chance.
"A
for Senator Beverldge. he has
made a splendid and an honest fight
for what he believes to be the best
the territories can get. His knowledge
of conditions In the southwest is remarkable, especially when compared
with some of the shining lights of the
senate, who actually do not know
whether or not we have public schools
In Arizona and who are In doubt as to
whether or not our people wear
i

lf

or

.

clothe.

Rodey's Strong Position.
"I Just want to say In passing that
thero has never been a more popular
delegate from any territory In congress than Is Mr. Rodey. The number
of his friends Is astonishing and there
Is not a question that he has made and
held votes for the Joint statehood bill
in both house
"The most powerful opponent of the
Hamilton hlllln the house today, the
man who Is making most of the trouble, ii Mr. Babcock. Mr. Babcock
ssld to me no long ago. "I voted for
the Hamilton bill at the last session at
Rodey's request and through my
friendship for him. The people of
New Muxlco turned Rodey down, and
now I'm voting as I please.'
"I have had a number of members
of the house tell me that they are supporting the Hamilton hill purely
through their friendship for Rodey."
Mr. Hubbell, while he takes a passing interest In politics, and while he Is
a power In his section of the sister
territory, is a business man flrst and
one of the largest Indian
is known
traders In the west."

decorations were red, white and bin
signal flags, red, while and green lanterns hung from the chandeliers,
while huge headlights
flooded
the
room with light. The favors were
chrysanthemums,
mammoth
which
hail been ordered from California for
the event. Refreshments were served and dancing kept up until the we.
small hours, all voting the firemen,
one and all, most royal entertainers.

Albuquerque has been threatened
the past two weeks with a relapse Into the old time Lenten period. All at
once there was a drop In everything
social and with nothing more frivolous than whist, which Its devotees
claim is the most serious thing in the
world, little has been done in the
way of entertaining.
large number of good women. In
different parts of the country have
for years past been carrying on a
crusade against the use of wine at social parties, and we have wondered
many a time why some one did not
discover what a grand opening there
is for some reformer to do a valuable
work for the female sex In agitating
for the abolition of the ubiquitous tea
and cake at all social functions. Wine
drinking is bad enough, but aside
from the occasional scandal that results from an over dose, it Is innowith the
cence itself as compared
cuke and ta habit, to which near'y
all the ladies In the country are now
addicted not that the cake is of itself intrinsically bad, but that It is
a superfluity, and taken out of season.
Imagine the effect upon a delicate digestive apparatus of a slice of the
richest sort of cake, washed down
with a cup of strong tea, and going
a heavy, soggy, unasslmilable
as
mass, Into a stomach already overburdened with a miscellaneous collection of indigestibles, and you can
readily perceive why this habit should
be the parent of dyspepsia, and the
hand maiden of a majority of the ills
that feminine flesh Is heir to. If
to the
habit were confined
grand parties, and the swell functions
It would not be so bad, but there can't
without "rebo anything
Wherever two or three
freshments."
women are gathered together, theie
is the cake in the midst of them.
A

now-a-da-

At the regular meeting of the Albuquerque Woman's club Friday afternoon in their club rooms of Uncommercial club building a most
nrocram was eiven. Mis'
and Miss Carrie
Ttose Huntzlnger
Neher rendered a piano duet and were
encored. Their playing was exceptionally good. Mrs. De Wolf and Mrs.
Drury after a most enjoyable rendition on the mandolin and piano were
also forced to respond to two encores.
Dr. Mary P. Hunter read a most ex- '
cellent paper on "The Value of Food.
Mrs. Cams gave a reading. "Origin of
the Family," which was followed by a
paper on "Ufa Lessons From Luther
Burbank," by Mrs. Cassldy. Mrs. Pen- -

Miss Nellie Pratt
a
entertained
number of friends Tuesday evening at
music and games at the heme of her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Pratt, 519

nell, who Is giving a course of demon- Iron avenue.
in health cookery Invited the
ladies to her rooms in the Gleckler
Mrs. N. B. Field accompanied bv
building, where they partook of sever- Miss Nina Otero, Miss Constance Abprepared
in
their
dainty
dishes
al
bott, Miss Jones and Miss Nichols re-

t

strations

presence.

6 6 é
of

Miss Irma Tascher

Boston, Mass..

expected to visit Albuquarqu
shortly and will be the guest of Mi-- s
Bessie Baldrldge. of South Broadway. Miss Tascher has many friends
who will be pleased to hear of her
coming visit, she having made Albuquerque her home for many years until the death of her father two yean
ago.
is

turned from the Pacific
night.

t

Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Brooks, who
spent the past six weeks in Chicago
and New York on a business and
pleasure trip have returned home.
Mrs. Leonard, of the Casa de Oro,
who met with a rather serious fall

last Sunday while returning
church, has entirely recovered.

from

d
avenue, entertained a few young
served. Miss Reed was asslted by les at "Huning Castle" Saturday aftThe fol- ernoon.
Miss Hale and Miss Edie.
Misses
lowing guests were present:
Balcomb, Werner, Bruhne, Smith,
Mrs. B. A. Slyester and daughter
Pranklin, Bell Franklin, Seldomrldge, have returned home from a lengthy
Yost,
Hale and Visit with relatives in Florida.
Marquette, Shrleber,
McNeil,
Will
Messrs Kelly,
Kdle.
ft
ft
(iiudwick. Kraft, Vann, Horban.
St. Patrick's day was by no means
Baldwin. Vale, Wood, Sweet-lan- d overlooked
in Albuquerque yesterday
and Fred Hale.
The wearers of the green were to he
seen on every side and
numerous
Mrs. M. K. Walton and Miss Sara small social affairs occurred, all in
Vaile, of Fort Smith. Ark., mother and honor of the patron saint Of Erin.
niece of Mr. W. Y. Walton, will ar- The chief celebration occurred
last
rive In Albuquerque this week to be night, however. In the hall of the Impresent at the marriage of Miss
Conception school when a
maculate
Walton and Mr. Ralph L. Hunt, splendid program was given before i
of El Paso, which will occur imme- large and delighted audience, The prodiately after Easter.
gram which was composed of music,
and oratory, was as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. Nusbaum. of Chicago, Musical Selection
Piano Solo
were the guests on Monday of this
Miss S. Houtright
week of Mrs. Alfred and Ivan (iruns. "Ireland, I Love You'.... Vocal BolO
feld. Mr. Nusbaum is a brother of
Mr. J. Scottl.
the Mrs. Grunsfeld, and made a short Dedication
Rev. A. M. Mandalari
Mexico,
City
wav
to
on
of
his
the
visit
"The Harp That Once Through
Tara's Hall" .....Miss H. 0Heron
Mrs. John B. Berg, of Washington,
D. C, who as Miss Dolores Otero was Patriotic Address Hon. O. N. Marrón
one of Albuquerque's most popular so- "Croaskeen Lawn"
Vocal Solo
ciety girls, Is In the city for a visit to
Mr. Livingstone.
her mother, Mrs. Mariano Otero.
"Kathleen Mauvoureen" ..Vocal Solo
Mrs. T. J. Shlnlck.
Mrs. K. Mandell and daughter, Miss
Puni-lla- ,
for a two "God Sae Ireland"
left Thursday
immaculate Conception Choir.
months' visit with relatives and
friends in Los Angeles and other parts
At the meeting of the Fraternal
of southern California.
Monday evening the
Brotherhood
The annual ball of the Brotherhood "Reds" gave a very Interesting
of which the followgiven In
Firemen
of Locomotive
Piano
Elks' ball room Friday night, was a ing were a few numbers:
decided success. The large room was duet, by Mlsscy Craig and Schneicrowded with merry dancers. The der; vocal solo, "Where the Dus
la-I-

Oltl-chry-

Jea-i.et-

te

j

TO

O

T5he

UNIVERSITY

TEAM

GAME

FROM

University notes
President Tight attended the meeting of the territorial board of education at Santa Fe last week.
Work is progressing satisfactorily
on the college annual which will be a
finely illustrated book.
Professor Crum and his talented
company who are prepured to give
"She Stoops to Conquer" as the college play for this year, are doing good
hard practice, and will please their
audience on May 3, at the opera
house.
The students who gave the mock
faculty meeting at assembly on Friday scored a marked success. It had
been rumored that something cxtr.
was in prospect and a large attendance was noticed at assembly, With of

We are the Leading Druggists
of the Southwest
And

mensely.

GETS

II

C

carry the largest stock

Drugs, Chemicals, Toilet

The new City of Belen is

and Fancy Goods between
Denvej and Los Angeles.

THE

PRESCRIPTIONS
Tlie base ball team from the
got a. game from tin- - Indian
BchOOl team at Traction park yesterday afternoon by the score of nine to
live. The game was the best pluyed

A SPECIALTY

Cnl-versi-

Lowney's, Guntlier's and Whit-

Albuquerque thus far this year, the
errors being few and the play for the
most part fast although both batteries were weak. Both teams sho.v
marked improvement over the ragged
game of a week ago,

man's

Candies Always Fresh

J.

O'Rielly Company

in

H.

Toti & Gradi
1 3--

Cut-oJ-

-

5--

1

ALFALFA

err

Mar-chant-

CHOICE HAY
500

for

rw-e-

'
BernalilloMercantile

SELENA

of The Atchison

TopeKa

CSL

JVetv

Mexico

Santa

RaÍtttay

Fe

M., is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso, Texas and Old Mexico

31 miles south of Albuquerque, N.

leading east and west

The Helen Uobvn and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

streets and avenues, RIGHT In the business
LOTS, (else 25x141 feet) fronting upon 80 and
ARE THE OWNERS OF THE BELEN TOWNSITB, Consisting of ONE THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE
grounds and yard limit 800 feet wide and
Its
grading
depot
la
company
extensive
now
Railway
Fe
Santa
Topeka
and
Atchison,
Depot
Orounda. The
center of the NEW CITY and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway
Coal
HOUSE,
Water
House,
Chutes.
Round
Tanke. Machine Shops, Etc.
EATING
depota,
HARVEY
FREIGHT
and
Its
NEW
PASSENGER
accomodate
to
aoventy
track)
miles of aide
a mile long, (capacity oí
70-fo- et

g

--

THE CITY OF HELEfi'

ISO bárrele dally: winery eta It la tha largeet ahlpplng point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, bean, hay and fruit
Haa a population of 1600, and several large Mercantile Housea, The Belen Patent Roller Milla, capacity
to
all points In the United State, and Old Mexico Its future growth aa a Commercial point cannot be estimated.
From Its location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North. South. Bast and West,
In New Mexico.
Belen haa a $16.000 public echool house,
City,
and the Pacific Coaat. Tha water la good and climate unsurpassed.
Galveston
paaa
Chicago,
through
Kansas
to
Belen
All fast limited, mall, expresa and freight traína will
shop. etc. THE LOTS OFFERED ARE
store,
drug
plumbér.
harness
mill,
ehoemaker,
planing
establishment,
bakery,
tailoring
now
a
etc.
reetauranta,
right
needs
It
bótela,
club,
three
twv churches, a commercial
par
annum.
par
cant
eight
year
Title perfect and warranty deeds
one
at
mortgage
with
for
interest
may remain on note and
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EASY. One third of purchaae money cash;
person
wrue
or
w
or
can
lota
in
prlcea
For further particular and
.gLJts-u- '.
riven. COME EARLY IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE LOTS.
two-thir-

ds

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHJf

BCJE.

Ar-tk'- es

Druggists, Bar ii c : Building
afflicted with Rheumatism.
"I was and am yet afflicted with
Free Delivery to any part of
rheumatism," says Mr. J. C. Bayne,
tho city.
InAddlngton,
Herald,
of
the
editor
to
ChamTerritory,
thanks
"but
dian
berlain's Pain Balm am ablo once
presiding officer In such manner as to more to attend to business. It Is the
If troubled with
Indicate that he had attended facul ' best of liniments."
meetings. Dean llodgin was remark- rheumatism give Pain Balm a trial
ably well represented by Mr. Clifford and you are certain to bo more than
In
Hayden whose red mustache was very pleased with the prompt relief which GROCERIES, Dealers
PROVISIONS. HAV.
striking. He carried a bunch of pa- It affords.
One application relieve i
AND
GRAIN
'EL.
pers and was ever ready to give In- the pain. For sale by all druggists. Fine Line of I on., u t. d Ft
Wines. Manors
Cigars.
formation from the office, Imitating
id
Placo Your orders
For This line With I s.
Close to every man's office, quick
certain mannerisms remarkably eall
.Miss Parsons appealed in the person service, a swell lunch.
That's what Ü 2
7 NOR TH THIRD STREET
2
of .Miss Goaa,
who performed her you get when you partake of the Mer-- l
part with neatness ami dispatch. Miss hauls' lunch In the White Elephant
by from 11 o'clock In the morning until
lllckey was well Impersonated
was always fililí In the afternoon.
This service
Barnice Murphy, who
ready to urge upon the faculty the has Just been resumed to meet the deEngstronger
patrons.
a
of
crying necessity for
mands
lish course. Mr. Tascher had studied
FLOWERS.
FRESH
the part of Professor Asplund and
IVES THE I I, PRIST.
Mr.
Kin;
sustained it throughout.
Bryan as Professor Angelí, kept a
No time for lunch? Try the Whit"
watchful eye on athletic Interests, an
s'
from 11 to 2:30. The
urged the Introduction of a higher Elephantlunch
served so quick you
course In mathematics, such as could lou t miss the istime
from business.
be found at Wisconsin. Professor EsAlbert
interpreted by
pinosa was
FRESH SUPPLY
WE RECEIVE
TONS
Clancy, while Charlea M Horton asCHASE A SANBORN'S COFsumed
the character of Professo; OF
IN PACK
WEEK.
EVERY
FEES
Crum and kept close track of the GEH NI CANS. I ROM ISO TO 10c
rhetorical work. The librarian, Mlaa
INH Nl AND IF IT
Staler, appeared In the person of Mlaa POUND. TRY
NOT GIVE PERFECT SATISHart, while Miss Huggett. the assls.-an- t DOBS
l. CHEERFULLY
In Latin, was Imitated by ftflm FACTION WE Wil
MONEY.
Klwood Albright took REFUND Kil'll
Isabel Nlven.
.1.
A.
MALOY.
the role of chemist and appeared as
Write
Mr. PreatOn, Who Is substituting for
Quotations
forget that the Merchants'
Don't
Professor Weln.irl. The usual routine lunch from 11 o'clock until 2: SO, has
of business was carried through ami Just been resumed In the White Ele,
TO THE
to which phant.
special matters attended
It is the Ideal place for the
gave each member an opportunity to noon meal.
please
will
lunch
The
show his imitative power. The fac- you.
ulty meeting ended with a fearful
f
chemical explosion due to an experiTlie verv best ol Knnsns Cltv
ence being made for purposes of de- and mol loo nt i mil Kleimvort'H. 112 company.
BERNALILLO,!!. M.
l
Thli-ioperator
was
street.
North
monstration and the

Future Paitroad Center of

Located on the Deten

-

last

supposed to be badly hurt. The farco
was Ingeniously planned and cleverly executed to the merriment of the
audience, and It was the talk of the
remainder of the day. It might now
be In order for the faculty to give an
Imitation exhibition of some students.

Friday evening Miss Blanche Reed
The ladies of St. John's Guild will
and faculty. At the proper
ontertalned at a farewell party for give a tea at the home of Mrs. S. E. students
hour the imitators of the faculty filed
Chicago.
The Newcomer, 205 North Walter street, In
Robert Lincoln Kelly of
from an adjoining room. The part
parlors were artistically decorated in Saturdav afternoon. March
24.
of President Tight was taken by Mr.
É
St. Patrick's green. The amusements
Maguire.
with full beard for the occaof the evening were games, aftei
Mrs. Franz Huning, of Railroad sion. He performed his part as th.i
which toothsome refreshments were

ÍV G--

coast

ky Columbia River Is Flowing to
the Baa," by Mr. J. w. Beane; whistling solo. "'The Mocking Bird," by Mr.
Len Spencer; weal solo, "Message of
the Violets." by Mr. J. M. Heather- Ington.
a
After tlie entertainment
dance was given, at which all took
part and enjoyed themselves Im-

President

WM. M. BETtGEK,

Secretary
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Beds!

(SoosslOUNBAR'8
Quiet times in Palersnn, New Jer-agOnly one girl poisoned herself

W. 8. BURKE, Bdilor.
President.
H. B. HENINQ. City Editor.

Home,

COLUMN

DEMOCRAT PUBLISHING COMPANY

sf.

NEW TELEPHONE
REAL
The Job of shelving Mr. Tuft ii MM MONEY TO LOAN ON UOODLOW
ESTATE
SECURITY AT
to tax the resources of the governINTEREST.
RATES
OF
ment engineers.
FOR RENT.
It's curious how supersensitive the House on S. Arno at., and furniture
for sale.
senatorial epidermis is to the sugges
house. East St.. 112.00.
tlon of a brass collar."
room furnished, 315 N. Arno. J8.00.
The folly of using a pick on dyna- l.ríck" níu-ST- lil
Amo, 112.
mite does not seem to have yet be
brick house with bath, Baca
by
it
appreciated
public
the
Come
av., $2á.OO.
house, furnished,
"The Morning .Journal lias a higher circulation rating than is accorded large. The latest ascent was made by
Baca av..
ÍL'0.00.
to any other paper In Albuquerque nt Miy other dally In New Mexico." The a gentleman In Wallace. Washinton. (room
frame house, S. Third St., $30.
named Scullenberg.
American Newspaper Directory.
brick, with bath, $22.50.
FOR BALE,
The blighting finger of graft has
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.
res of land in the city limita.
$5.00 even reached clown and touched the Four in gonu
Dally, by mall, one year In advunce
nouse ond stable, rrult
wiin
The plaintiff in a damage
0 mince pie
Dally, by carrier, one month
trees, etc., in a fine location.
In New York broke three teeth
house
50 suit
Dally, by mall, one month
on a tWO-ln-ch
spike he found in a . to date. $3.000.on West Coal av.; up
boarding
house
mlnoe pie,
Lot on West (Jold av.. near Sixth at.
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
L'ornci: Iron av. and Edith d..
An enterprising sexton of a colored
house; modern: lot 7 á x 4 2 feet; fine
v
MOKMNG. MRCH IN. I
cement sidewalks; good stable. This
Methodist church In VVaverley. Tenproperty will be sold (Heap if taken
nessee, ran a blind tiger In the baseat once.
men of the sanctuary and Is now doFine
lot near Twelfth It, on Tijeras
ing time in the pen. This is mixing
road at a bargain.
up ehttrch and state with a venge- - Seven-rooframe house on a corner
in Highlands, with bath.
Lot 50x
142; In a fine location. $1.700.
Professor D' Alx. of Brooklyn, has House and lot on South Second st., bekK'-itween Lead and Coal avenues, at a
long suffering Hat dwellers a
p
bargain.
valuable tip. He strung electric wires
I
k and speculation during all around the back fence and it kept
house, two blocks from
has been a good deal of newspaper
with two lots. House well
probability of I'realdeut Roosevelt the white wings busy for a week carlast few week- - cliout ltirying off the defunct cats. It's an infurnished
This property is in one
Secretary Taft to a vane. nicy on the supreme bench, which spiration.
co cna uesi locations in mis cuy.
js iiKeiy 10 occur in a snort nine. Mime 01 inc aeviemry a tifeuus
and is for sale at $5,500.
II is possible' to swallow with little
house, North Fourth street,
object to his appointment to an assoi late Judgeship, ami think h should wait difficulty
the talcs we hear shoot
with 3 lots 75 xH2 feet, near in.
till he- '.in tie made chief Justice. But the most strenuous opposition to his! mens hair turning white with trighi.
Price, $3,600.
paper of :
appointment nnnes from the fact that to pul him on the bench would but the story in a Pueblo
scared horse which changed from sor- - Lots on North Fourth street.
effectualb ihelve him. whereas it is argued he will be needed by his party rel to snow color Is close to the utter- - Brick house and lot on West Coal
ave.; 5 rooms,
$2.600.
and the country to be the republican standard bearer in the presidential most limit
Brick house, 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on
(.ampaigii of 90S. The secretary's friend! hope that he will reslat all attempts
In the account of Mayor
Dunne's
North Second street,
to shanghai him to the supreme ben. h. on the ground that the country has inspection of the Chicago subway it Is
Drice. 12.650.
skid he "ent through the bore, To
other and more pressing need for him in another capacity. And in furtherance lie mayor of a big city like Chicago
Dries house, nearly new, mod- er" Improvements, at $3,160, on
ought to have more patience than
of this policy the friends of Mr. Tail have the sympathy and
of one
North
4th street.
i inn
the
The oolite wav Is to
many of the mott Influential republican papers Of the east. For Instance the bore
house, Coal avenue. $2.700.
that von have a pressing engage- brick
house, Tijeras avenue;
mi
New York Globe says in an artic le cm this subject:
modern, fine location; $3,300.
"Secretary Taft is learned in the law: possesses in a notable degree the , Scientists cie excited over the lis- house, furnished, good leca- lion, $1150.00.
food
phosphorescent
judicial temperament: is a man not merely of moral but of intellei tu.J envoy of a
trame In one sf the best
which when eaten lights up tin- stom- - Ms-rooIntegmy: has sincerity and Its
common sense. With, these aeh.
locations on Broadway at a
making the person who eats II
aln:
modern
qualities it is unnecessary to add thai he would Ornament the supreme court.
a walking Japanese lantern
house,
South Edith
thai in tlie
Doubtless if he lived OUl his expectancy he would make I record sec ond only Ii is quite conceivable
atreet ; fine location; $1.900.
mar tulliré we may be able to read
to that of John Marshall.
house on North Second street,
by our own light.
In good repair; $1,550
"Bul Secretary Taft has oiler qualities Which are so rare that it is a
A burglar with So. 8 feel who ope,-Three hundred and twenty acre ranch,
pity to waste them this Is said M th all due respect for the court on the ni.- - ii New York lias thing- - chuvn to
hay alfalfa,
grafted fruit trees,
good buildings, etc.
system. Once a year he
supreme- bench. He has shown hi ni If
remarkable organizing executive in accurate
Seven-rooframe, thrcs lots N. Third
calls at a certain residence and swipei
He has shown ability to grapple S. ti legislative problems. Above all and
pair of shoes, at another place a ,.8t" 2'0.
'""''-," "ViotS ronahbrter,nVThM
Ibis I" the principal reason uli In should lie kept from the judicial self
complete wardrobe. At tnat rate ne
BI'SINESS CHANCES,
he Is a man who appeals to the popular imagination as the stuff out of will toon break
Wall
Street
into
Good ranches near the' city for sale
which ' residents should be m ide, tiihi'r public men may deserve as mm h
at reasonable prices."How great a matter a little tlr, .Fire Insurance.
Houses
for Rent.
popular oiifldence as has come to him without the slightest wooing on his kindlcth"
la brought forcibly lo mind
Rents Collected. Tine Paid, and
cluirsrc
of
entire
token
i.rooertr for
part; nevertheless the fact remains that the COUntrys thought turns to him by the episode In a .New York trolley
residents and
ar the other clay when a fat ladv
rather than to others.
a
ounce
passenger dropped
three
E. H. DVNBAR 4L CO
"It is easier for the president to lind initSbtC supreme court material than package of red pepper cm the lloor. It
Gold Avenue and Third Street.
Corner
New
in
reserves
took hall the polios
It is for the party of which the president is I member to find suitable candiYork to clear the blockade and scver-i- l
big.
honest, sincere,
Practically every one fil ls sun- thai
date material.
were badly hurt" in the panic.
snsrhemlng "Hill" Taft can be elected In IM1. Is there similar confidence
The spelling reform subsidised by
among republicans and conservative independent! as to any other man'.'"
EnglishMr. Carnegie Is making th
purple. Swinburne
man turn fairly
e e thinks "sox" is a 'monstrous, barbar
ous absurdity." Qeonge Bernard Bhaw
thinks "kuo" is rot. and Rider Hag-sar- d
shudders at "kat" and says
language is good enough for
Kb it looks as If the spi lling
e him.
es
o
reformers had a aril row to 'oe
In Dm;; Stores because .ou
k He sui n ine court of th t'nlti
States handed bloomln' Hengland.
know when disease of accan't
do '.Wi two of tin- mOSl mportani decisions' 'hat it has rendered in
is
sinkMassachusetts
Uncivilized
cident maj overtake you or
many years. First, it n idered judgim nt adversely upon the claim of ing deeper Into barbarism. The popuup nn excursion
some member of your family
year franchises, a lation ought to get
the Chicago street car ompanlea to ninety-nin- e
New Mexico to get some object les-- o we want
to call your attendecision which Involve- many million if money and clears the way for Mayor lonj ,, culture and enlightenment.
to the kind of a DRUG
tion
Is complained
pittsfleld
In
teacher
upon
carry
principle
ipal
In
ownership
out.
Dunne to
pari ul least, the munli
STORE WE HAVE
because she calls the iillliils "unre- and paper cases, a decision K,.netate lobsters" and 'unmitigated
which he was elected And second. In the tol
It
complete in every detail:
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out
which leys down explicit) the rule that in cases which the government insii- - sardines, lifts the small
we compound
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of
by
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hair
their seats
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methods,
cording
to
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hangs
the
little
and
loads
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by the thumbs.
Massachusetts I
Goods ordered at oar store
against their corporations. The our: hold thai the tlfth amendment to the
If not an unanswerable arby telephone, or by m sscngc,'.
criminal prosecution can hi nothing
constitution, whih prOvtdet that no man In
gument against statehood.
lire delivered promptly without
pe rsonal right; that as
compelled to testify Sgalnsl himself confeti in rely
Books of the Day.
extra charge,
he cannot refuse to testify on the rhtlM that his testimony will incrlminat
i Have
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person
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a third
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of
everything
at prices
ist
of
the
Head
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and
of
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Professor
tlon. In the eyes of the law an artificial person. ' It wis never Intended. Society
lower than yoo are' mentioned
for the investigation of swipe
says Justice Brown, who prepared the decision, "to permit him to plead th joints.
An Invaluable treatise, conto pm in:' lor such Qualities an.)
valuable Information cm
fact that some other person might be InCfl Strutted by his testimony. eSj taining much
si'rvlec.
Kalsomine
Crinoline,
and
Kalamein,
though he were the agent ef such person." And he- acids: "As the combina1'ipcs, Dope Pipes. Wind Pipes. Sewer
act can ordi- Pipes, Corncobs, Meerschaum I'lpes
tion of conspiracies provided against by the Sherman anti-truFrench ItriTir. Cast Iron. Clay and
the testimony Of parties thereto, in person or their Stove
narily be proved only
I'lpes. A whole chapter In tills
agents or employee, th privilege filmed would nullify the whole- SCl Oi highly useful publication is devoted
'Pipe Dreams" and another treats eu- ongress.
me decision also pro. urns tnat ine lourin amencimi ni oi in lei
tainliiulv of the oriirili and develop- Hornpipe-.of the
constitution doe s not protect a rorpot itlon In refusing to prodacs its books. men
"Fishers'
the
& Company
k
and other doc uments when ordered to Prof. Harrison s explanation ofpipes
Corporations must produe th.-i'Absent Diagnosis" for kalamein
w
do so by the courts.
especially js worth perusing hen one
Props. Alvarado Pharmacy
similar to thi
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a
,il .idi"
lo tin- eiuesllon as to what qualifi- gifted author draws
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bond election and in oreie-- to Water Pipe, which cannot fall to Incation are required of a voter in
operly we addressed a note to the city terest, even the casual reader. Small
be able to late the matter
LavrgO Gas-Pipare treated of at
nttome-vasking him to give us the information referred to. for the and
le ngth.
someind he replied by sending us the following extract from
benefit of the publ
You'd hi tte r Ret the
Mrs Trotter
th" law:
clerk to put your money In the safe,
"On the question if the Issuance of salil bonds no person shall b j,,jin
one never knows what may
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not oth-iuIt Was Alright.
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Car of Them!
invite the

at-

tention of the public to our line of
magnificent

Brass Beds,

which wa

have just received, along with a large
number of various patterns of Iron
Beds. We can save you money.

We have several iliat

I

j

18.

Beds!

We respectfully

Home
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Beds!

A Solid

Sweet

REAL ESTATE

yesterday.

Sunday, March

arc the real tiling.
You can get one of
ii o on easy
i

terms.

J. D. EMMONS

DO T NOW!
Money to Loan on

Cor. Coal and 2nd St.
Colo. 'Plione, Red 177

Real Estate.

Six-roo-

t Retail

Wholesale

West End Vlnduct
Auto. Thoiw 474

j

PORTERFIELD CO,
110 West

TalK of Taft for 1908

post-offic-

Gol--

William's Liquid Antiseptic
Soa.p and Shampoo

Aveiue.

J

FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary Mutual línihliner

Assoc mi ion

THE WILLIAMS DRUG, COMPANY

Ofllce In J.
Raldrldzc's Lumber
Yard. Automatic 'Phone 324.
C.

Blue Front.

LOANS

Automatic Phone 451
ROOM 10. N. T. ARMI.IO BUILDING

FOR KALI')
new, nice location,

business center

WOOTTOirrMYER
123 South Third Street

INTERESTED

I

U

!

brick,
from

600. tit).

few small ranches, ranging from
three to ten nercs each; nil under
ditch and under high state of cultivation.
Also, desirable lots in the different additions to the city.
Wc have several small cottages, well
in, for sale on reasonable terms.

A

Colo. Phone. Black 144

!!:..

a

l

iva--

.

:

.::!!-:- :

N. Peach

W. P. METCALF

Notary Public, Insurance, Bonds, Money to Loan.

ISFULLOFODD ANDCURIOUS
THE WORLD
so there may still be those who have

m

Co. f

Bald ridge s is the Place

ESTATE

REAL

Dealers
I

FOR LUMBER. SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of W indows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

Office: 208' W. Gold Avenue
Auto. Phono 33S

J. e. BALDRIDGE

!
e

STORAGE!

821 Gold Avenue

not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

i

i

only

blocks

WE HAVE FOR SALE

YOU ARE

flotable Decisions

modern
5

FOU SALE modern frame,
new, Highlands, only one block from
t- -, 35 0.00.
Kail road Avenue

Dealers in Real Estate

le

TXjuo

Botli Phones

REAL ESTATE

t,

i

Railroad Avenue.

FIRE INSURANCE

!

m

117 West

Rankin & Co.

1

hand-servan-

i

Delightful and beneficial, Insuring freedom from "Itching" unci "Dandruff,"
leaves the hair soft and glossy, a'nd not burnt as is the case with most
shampoos. Also refreshing when used In the bath.

A. E. WALKER

e,

CIIERE

25c A BOTl'LE

25c A BOTTLE

!.

IY

STORAGE!!

405 SOl'Til
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WAREHOUSE

SECURITY

COMPANY

i

safely keep your PIANO. FUUN-TTTRTI1UNK8, VEHICLES. MElt
1HANDI8E,
MAtillNEKV and an
t'ticie, large or small, tor any
f time, In their new and
at reasonable
torago wa rehouse,
ates. .Money Loaned on poods stored.
OFFICES: GRANT BLOCK
ItOTH PHONES
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Briggs

(fro urn
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Children's Photos a Specialty
u
Auto Ktione

,

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX
a ii.i'cssity and the cost is small. We have

then,

First National Hank

d

Who

Are Voters

M Brunswick L. B.

e

Hlue-liarrell-

t

BILLIARD

es

.

&

-

Ht

two-thlr-

.

POOL

PARLORS

"ary.I

.
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Putney
Mitchell

Wagons

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

STANDARD

M.

Gussaroff

RICO HOTEL

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

Albuquerque
Planing Mill
oi mill work a
right place
for good work at low price

Auto. 'Phone 671
412

Bel". Red 281

West Railroad Ave., Albuquerque

All kinds

peeislty.Ths

i

'

y getting our estimates builders ami contractors will
serve their own Interests best. Our
work Is most satisfactory
and our
prices always reasonable. We make If
our pride to be prompt and efficient
in every respect.
We also carry thm
finest line of garden hose in the city.

Grocer
Wholesale
FEED. FLOCK AND GRAIN
for

BUILBtNGH

is our specialty.

Established 1878

tiint

NEW

PLUMBING

A.

J. LOVE, Prop.

Auto phone

4fi3

4i.'l S.

First St.

STAR FURNITURE

GO.

2 14 Gold Ave

nut

Ill

OFFICE

Gro88,Kelly&Co

DESKS

Ecorvomy

California
You do not sacrifice comfort for
economy when you go in a
Santa Fe Tourist Pullman.
the Way

for a Colonist ticket, Albuquerque
to California. Daily, Feb. 15 to April 7.

Ask S. F. Agent at

Slight extra charge for berth. Seat in
chair car free.

$25. 00
All

AND CHAIRS

dlobe-Democrs-

All Kinds HOUSE

FURNISHINGS

Stoves and Ranges

Wy

Albuquerque for
tourist sleeper booklet

Dustless roadbed

I

s

Harvey rfteals.

Sunday, Mareta ta.

IT

PLEDGE

CANDIDATES
P

THE ALB'UQUERQUE MORNING

IHt.

J0URNAI2.

P AH5 N.1NB.

1 AMERICA'S FINEST PRODUCTIONS
10

Pabst's Blue Ribb on
and Pabsfs Export

Probable Plank in Prospective

Party Platforms.
SENTIMENT IN FAVOR OF
PAVING IS GROWING

of Quality

The Heers

BETTER STREETS

STRONG

In the event of a partisan election
Albuquerque next month, it now
seems likely that one or both the parts' platforms will contain a plank advocating street pavement, or at lept
some form of street Improvement End
that the candidates of one or both
parties will be pledged to make a
determined effort to Improve the condition of Albuquerque's streets. It 's
known that prominent men In botli
parties are openly in favor of such a
plank in the party platform and Llir
rapid growth of sentiment in favor of
some immediate steps to improve the
streets is likely to demand some at-- ,
tention from the city conventions called to meet a week from Monday night.
Business men particularly are
to take up the street paving
agitation and most of the merchants
on Railroad avenue are actvely In favor of paving, if possible, and of macadamizing In any event.
Cities all around Albuquerque arc
'aking up the street paving question
to
with the evident determination
put it through without delay and ÍU as-men who follow current things in the
southwest say it will not do for Albuquerque to be behind these other citOF LEASBURG
ies In the matter of paved streets. A
committee of El Paso business men
has recently returned from a tour of
enstern cities where they have been
gathering fact
and figures about
DAM
street paving and ii is predicted that
El Paso's business section will be
paved throughout before another two
years has nassed.
In San Bernardino, the property
BE CHANGED
owners most heavily Interested havt
themselves taksn up the question of
street paving and It Is now asserted
that at least three blocks of asphalt
will be laid in the business center of
that town within the year.
Hall
Arrives to
The drainage question, advanced as Engineer
the most serious objection to Immesecdiate srteet paving in the business
tion of Albuquerque, is said to be a
Place Big Contract.
matter that can soon be overcome
who are thoroughly familiar
The drainage
with the difficulties.
necessary for a paved street, particularly If asphalt Is the material used, is WORK IN MfSILLA AND
far less than for the rut and mudhol"
bestrewn adobe or plain dirt stree;
PECOS VALtEYS TO BE RAPID
such as Railroad avenue is at presen:.
The fact that with miles and mile'
I
of splendid sidewalks there is not
street in the city that affords a pleasEngineer B. M. Hall, of
ant drive. Is a condition of affal's that theSupervising
federal reclamation service, who
would be amusing whe It not for so
lias charge of the Irrigation projects
very serious.
in southern New Mexico, is now In the
Mesilla valley on business connected
with the Ieasburg diversion dam
to
Codav scheme
which the government Is putting through at that place. Mr. Hall
Sunday
Church
Buptlst
talks interestingly of the work to b"
morning. Preaching services will be done in the Mesilla and Pecos valleys,
evening
morning
and
where thousands of acres of desert
conducted both
lands ure to be reclaimed by the aid
by the acting pastor. Robert L. Kel-leSubject, 11a. m.. "The Abundar. t of I'ncle Sam. Mr. Hall says the site
Lite;" 7:30 p. m.. "A Great Question." of the Leasburg dam will likely be
Sunday school 9:60 a. m. B. Y. P. V. changed to the Peñasco rock, because
of the ravages of the last flood In the
ti:;tO p. m. Special music as follows
Morning anthem. "Oh for a Clos I Rio Grande which forced the Sant-v
Fost-Fe to move its tracks in the vicinity
Walk With God"
of Fort Selden.
Soloist. Mrs. Gibbs.
Mr. Hall Is getting things in shape
Solo, by Mr. Maynard. "Dream pi
to place the contract for the diversion
Paradise."
Evening solo, by Mr. Colllster. "Ju U dam and will decide this week Just
where it Is to be located.
Vat Today," composed by Abbott.
'
"The surveys under way will show
Solo by Mr. Ke.Uey, "He's the One.
the recent changes In the river when
pint Methodist Episcopal Church
Hall.
Rev. J. C. Rollins, D. D.. pastor. Sun- it was last on a tear," said Mr.
of whatday school meets at 9:45 sharp. Morn- "We wish to take advantage
produced.
The
changes
been
ever
have
ing worship 11 a. m.. with sermon by
railway, too. has changed Its route. It
Juthe pastor on "Neighborliness."
removed from Its former lonior League at 3 p. m. Epworth Lea- has been
near the river.
gue 6:30. George Hammond leado". cation was
originally Intended to make
"It
Evening service at 7:30. The paster
at Peñasco rock, but the
will preach a special sermon to young the diversion
was in the way. The only
men and women on "Volunteers, By railway
place where the canal could be built
Whom Great Victories Are Won
where the railway was. That is
There will be special music at bol'.i was
now out of the way, and Investigation
services. At the evening hour Mrs. A Is
necessary to learn what can b
(1. McGraw will sing "Face to Face."
If the people all prefer It
Strangers are cordially welcomed snd done.
is a possibility of going hack 10
the public Is invited to all services. there
Peñasco. It is not a particularly betThe church Is situated on the corner ter
point than the other, but It wll1
of Lead avenue and South Thirl cover gound
which will otherwise be
street.
one advantage is that a
left out.
SI. John's Episcopul Church. Cogreat rock Juts out Into the river
Holv where the gates would
be. and II
iner Fourth und Silver avenue.
Sunday
communion, 7:30 a. m.:
would save that amount of concrete
prayer
and
school,. 10 p. m.; morning
work.
7:30 p. m.: Sunday
communion,
"An important problem to deal with
prayer
and
m.;
morning
10
a.
Is how to keep the river in its proper
school.
litany and sermon. II a. m.; evening course, on the west side of the valley.
All This must done wherever the dam is
prayer and sermon. 7:30 p. m.
seats free. A. O. Harrison, recor.
located.
Last summer the river run
Corner Silver wild and drove the people out. and
Lutheran Church
avenue
and Sixth street. Sundny the possibility of a recurrence of this
school, 9:45 a. m.; service. German. disaster must be prevented."
"Is there a probability of heavy
11 a. m.; service, English. 7:0 p. m.
Rev. E. Moscr, of Atchison. Kansas, Hoods this year?" he was asked.
"It Is Impossible to say. There have
has accepted a call to the field consisting of the Albuquerque and Belen been heavy snows In the mountains,
missions, and will take charge of the but snow by Itself will not make
work April 1st.
Highland Methodist Church J. M.
Sol lie, pastor. Preaching at 11 a. m.
Subject, "The Last Act." At 7:30 p.
m., subject, "The Closing Scene." Sunday school at 9:46 a. m. Junior League at 3 p. m. Senior League, at 6:31
p. m. Strangers welcomed.
Church- - ar-vices
First Presbyterian
Sunday
In Elks' opera house.
school at 9:45 a. m. Public worship
at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. tn., conducted
by Rev Warner H. Dubose.
Junior
Christian Endeavor at 3 p. m. Chrisp.
m.
stran
All
tian Endeavor ut 6:46
gers are cordially Invited to all the
services of the church.
Congregational Church On Broadway, at the end of the viaduct. Sunday schoaj at 9:46. Morning service
at 11 o'clock. Topic of sermon, "Salvation What It Is. and From What
It Saves." Y. P. S. C. E. at :30, to
Evening serbo led by Mr. Howe.
Topic of sermon, "Is
vice at 7:30.
There Any Escape If We Neglect the
Salvation of Christ?" J. W. Barron,
pastor.
Christian Church Northeast corner of Gold avenue and Broadway
Sunday school at 10 a. m. Morning
worship at 11 o'clock. Evening service at 7:30. Preaching by minister.
Ernest E. Crawford, at both services
In

Ernest Meyers CSL Co., Distributors
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Wholesale Liquor CSL Cigar Dealers

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Wesi Silver A venvie
J. W. MASTERS

floods. If the snow melts quietly there
Will be Just a steady river, but If there
ure heavy rains at the same time,

danger of bad Hoods.
The Carlsbad Project.
Work on the Carlsbad project is occupying a great part of Mr. Hall's atHe
tention at the present time.
makes his headquarters at Carlsbad,
giving
his
immediate
the
is
work
and
supervision.
Contracta for the restoration of
the Avalon dam will be let April 12r"
Mr. Hall said. "That will take
of the funds available for tin
force account.' Work under the forc e
account we will do ourselves, employing our own men instead of letting
the contract.
"Work Is going on with a small
force of men at the gates of the McMillan dam, above the Avalon dam.
That is being done in order to control
the river for the work below and It
as
will also be needed permanently
part of the project.
Repairing Great Flume.
"The terrible Hoods of the fall ol
1904 cracked the concrete and washed
out some of the foundations of the
piers. The Hume was not Injured beTh '
yond the possibility of repair.
bases of the piers will be strengthened
and repairs will be made whenever
necessary. At each end lose conne
lions will be made with the canal.
"This will be one of the tirst pieces
of work to be taken up and it will be
done under the force account.
"The entire canal system will be
and remodeled.
"Miles and miles of trees h ive been
planted." said Mr. Hall, "and this Ik
one of the best indications of the feeling of the people. They will install a
public- pumping plant for temporary
use to water the trees until water can
be sec ured from the water system. In
private orchards pumping plants are
being installed, in order that the- trees
may nourish until permanent irrigation resources are at hand."
It will not cost you a cent to try
Stomach and Liver
Chamberlain's
Tablets, and they are excellent for
stomach troubles and constipation.
Get a fre sample at any drug store.
there

is

one-thir-

Home

Supply

Every day from 11 o'clock to 2:30
an get a splendid lunc h at a
cal price, cpiiek servic e, obliging
White Elephant.
The
attendants.
'I

i

'

c

!t.

One ciim payment plan places n piano within your reach. May we not
tell you alsmt It? Lcarnard At
the Square .Music Dealers.
McSpndden. the Exchange man. 300
South Broadway.

u,

You Can Give
customer his statement any moment
ho may call for It. without searc hing
through several books, by the use of
our statement ledger system. Call us
up and we will be glad to call and explain this system.
II. S l.lthgow A Co., Bookbinders,
Journal Rldg.
Auto Phone 128.
A

spring Musical

PAY DAY SPECIALS

The Great Ellery Band
liorsi: itumshinc

Patented Irons, worth J1.40. for.ff.fS
$1.01)
Hlankets. worth J1.2.". for
Tumblers, worth 50 per do.. for..40c
(.1 188WARE
Lemon Extractors, worth

r

Lest you forget, there will be free
lunch In the White Elephant on Saturday evening. Don't misa It.
A large line of the new things In
Children's Headgear at the

15,

for

ITALIAN ARTISTS
2
90
SOLOISTS

PR I C

Dining Chairs, worth $1.50, for. 5l.ni)
7

Ü..-.I-

ARTICLES

Ot

Rolling Pins
Coffee Strainers
Drip Pans
Iron Handles
Pudding Pans
Lump Burnera

JSC

Close Lines

Flour Sifters
Pry Pans
I Ol Falls
Cal oil Cans
extension Itods
Galvanized Palls

j

E S
NIGHT Lower door 11.00; Aral three,
rows balcony, Tac-- balance balcony.
50c.
M ATI NEE
Adulta. Í5e children, f Be

Band
SEATS

New-mi- ll

Than

Ever

Tor Pull Particulars see any Agent or Address

ft,

IoiÍTbíders,

General Agent

o'clock

i

Effective December 10,

Santa l'c Branch

Your Friends
Back East

11:00
12:51
2:11
3:00
4:02
4:32
6:46
8:30
3:00
4:35
7:30

DO

Having consolidated the Phoenix
ami Superior Plaining Mills, the
machinery
of the latest de-iand best makes, tve arc prepared lo do all kinds of MILL
WORK al a price never before
tempted in Ne w Mexico.

a. m
p. m
p. m
p. m
p. m
p.

neighborhood.
Send us a list of their names
nnd addresses. We will mall to
them our descriptive land literature. Why not work together
In this matter.
It only costs you
a postal card. Address,
A. T. & S. P. By.,

Hallway Exchange,

The Soporior Lumber and

BMWP
A

AA7.

PiaTalN

EVF.R KNOWN

I

Carnar Second Street and Copper Ara. s
Albuaueraue. New Mexico.

Rutar
TO

fa Mi on liuartniterl
for fl.00 per
when re ltete-bftve thei i

UNIT'

FA'

ft

.

. .

Lv
. Lv
Lv
Lv
Lv

m....Lv

Lv
v. m
p, m....Lv
a. m....Lv
Lv
a. m
a. m
Ar

Chicago

....
....

....

com"

THnp

Westbound

Santa Fe . . .
Española . . .
Embudo
Barnnca
Servilleta . . .
Tres Pledraa ..
Antonlto
Alamosa ....
Pueblo
Colorado Springs
Denver . .

At Antonlto for Durango, Sllvc
At Alamosa for Denver, Pue'
standard gauge line via La v
the entire trip in daylight
for all points on Creed'
S. K. HOOPER. G. '

General Colonl.atinn Agent

1B05.

STATIONS

Trains stop at Embudo for dinner wher

If they knew more about your

Wc will be glad iii give estimates on anything from the mill
work cii a home, to making a
window screen ami will guárante satisfaction.

Don'

EL PASO, TEXAS

R. STILES

Gen. Pass. Agent

D. & R. G. SYSTEM
Eastbound

etc.

MRS. 1 RO CEDEN. Prop.
Auto. Phone 104

V.

GARNKTT KING

MATSON'8

AT

Might decido to
settle along
the

The Gold Standard is thorn

GOLD

SALE

ON

Wednesday, March

The Harmless Business Competitor.
a
No business man ever feared
competitor who did not advertise: It's
more
a
little
the one who advertises
aggressively than yourself who induces your Insomnia. Isn't this true?

THE ENGLEWOOD

to

Greater

The Only way with two
Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Best.
through trains dally, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers,
l'or any trip, any
Dining Cars, Chnlr Cars and Coacliea.
where, any time TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

I

There are reasons why Icarnard &
Lindeinnnn an save you money In the
purchase of a piano. Sec I hem before
you buy.
go

fia
I

ITIlMTllti:

Planing Mill Go.

l'or picture framing

Hock Island System

Led by the
INSPIRED PERCHO

Iltc

Southwestern System

El Paso

SPECIALTIES

g

COmer'l Book Slorc.

Communication Made Easy I
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City. St Louts, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Festival

by

If you haven't tried the Merertants'
lunch In the White Elephant, serve
from 11 to 2:30, you have been miss-loa good thing.
c

I

1906

Matinee and Night Performance

-

ou

OPERA HOUSE

Saturday. March 24,

d

San-da- y

mt

hand concert.
afternoon,
,
,
Free dnnce.
You will be satisfied If jon buy a
Lhidemann.
ulano from fcaraard
That Is worth something.

Company

Coin. Phone B M

IIS W. Gold Ave.

GOLD C

Old Town Is the place to spend

ELK'S

.Ar. . . 3: SO p.
.Lv. . . 1:26 p.
.Lv. ..12:26 p.
.Lv. . .11:36 p.
.Lv. . .10:29 p.
.Lv. ...10:00 p
.Lv. ... 8:10 p
.Lv. . . 6:40 a
.

:05 p

m
ra
m
m
m
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T. Y. Mavnard

Hickox

Bhe

18.

MM

JUST RECEIVED

Company

Hickox-Maynar- d

MHIvIl

-

sVff-5-a-

Geo.

SlIIMlH.V.

New Mexico's Le ding Jewelers

A LARGE

It is the Place to find Everything the Nicest and the Best

RUGS

1

South Second Street

u
0

LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST
O.

f Clifton, Is a guest

Thorn att.

B,

nt the Sturges.
O. T. Creech, of Koswell, is In the
city for a few day.
V. gwltsei
"f Tijeras road, is
ill with la grippe.
.)
(irni."liy. "f Washington, D. C ,
- i guest at the Alvarudo JeSStST-d-.i
serl-iribl-

y

-

Special Sale This Week

I

Our Watch Repairing and Optical Departments are in charge
of men of highest qualification. Special attention to orders
by mall and satisfaction guaranteed.

The Arch Front

I

CONSIGNMENT OF

AND

CARPETS

aa aa a aa aa aa

The Latest Designs and Colorings.
5

ALBERT FABER.

.,-

v

RlehU- left ventoKalsmasoo, Mkhi- -

Mr. and Mrs K

res for

a

isit

!

H

Klteh "f Socorr

citv resterday

!""WmK

aft

as in
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the

business
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BIG FURK1 n HI KTORE HAS
VERY BUI CES8FUL OPENING
in

Mberi

inline ami
i

v

;

Per Cent

Per Cent

M

--

S. BEAVEN

JOHN

Discount

AND

(

Faber's
arpei

COAL

iMianllnlimenl

J3HÍS

Re-

502 S. FIRST ST

Harness and Saddles

THE LIGHT or LOVE
Hut for pracis all right in its place.
use the electric light is
tical evcry-da- y
If nu are gelling along withHay better.
out this modern method of Illuminae
tion you arc behind the times.
ou let us tell vou the advantages
of ELECTRIC LIGHTING. They are
many, Including convenience, safety,
beauty and economy. We are at your
seivlci any time. You can call on us
or if you say so we will call on you.
Which shall it be
Sup-pon-

l I AI.I A
SEEN
BLUE GRASS SEED
HITE CLOVER SEED

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO
PLUMBERS

Nash Electrical Supply Co
GROUND WD MIXED PEED
OF ILL KINDS.

Ciar kville Produce

New

55

ALFALFA
Choice and Bright Kansas

Discount

WOOD

BOTH PHONES

I

I

::::::

:

Kodak Finishing and Bicycle
pairing a Specially.

st

Alhu-querq-

:

:

Sporting Cioods
Typewriters and
Bicycles

the hoanl of education anil the entilo
school clement of Cook county as an
object lesson in voice culture, on th"
Ztth of last May. Sonic of the members ,,f iliis company have appeared
in fore Adelina Patti, the
world renowned prima donna, at her homo,
as well as before many of the crowned heads of Europe.
In addition to
the quartette of Voices, in which each
child is a soloist as well, this company
carries with it the finest
In America, who Is an artist of the
first rank and plays "ine of the most
difficult compositions on one string if
his Instrument The "Boys" will be
here during the second week in April,
and the Athletic association Is to bo
congratulated on securing them.

rmui- - lumped

:

Koda-ks- ,

0

cams
j. j. Brink. r Chicago,
here recently io engage In the pra :tii
of law. has gone to he Indian territory
to locate.
KeyM,
who
PasSStl
Dr. Thomas
v with the object of
inn- here
startuiK lent sanitarium, has icturii-e- d
to his boms in Chicago,
Superintendent j. B, Clswk of the
city sch ets and Mrs. Clark, who have
Ke for a brief visit, reboon In
turned tii Albuquerque last night.
Prank J Thomas, of Raton, sales
agent un the St, Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Railway and Coal
company, was Iil the city yesterday,
The Fueor undertaking company,
which has been In business for the
paw year in the Irani block on Rail- s retired from liusi- mid avetiui
new. the parlors having been closed
teterday.
Relíitei M. R, i Hero, of the Santa
Ke land office, r turned to the city
last night to stay over Sunday.
Solomon Uuna returned to
short stay
last night from
In Santa Ke.
Renewal 'f the Washout trouble in
California vised a delay of . l ight
hours in the arrival of Santa Pe train
No J from IDC west yesterday. These
washouts have tangled up the schedule on the west end for several days

:

In our new location
205 W. Railroad Av.

2

y

:

F.J.HOVSTON

U

,

i

:

0

T Brown, of Socorro, ma
in tin- eity yesterday on his srsy to
Santa Fe.
Mrs. v. H. Baku and daagnter
last night from a brief visit In
Santa Pe.
i
NaUsnn Bartk has returned from
short Visit In LOS Angeles, where bit
family now reside.
T. A Rlordan, the well known lumber mun of Kliigst.in. was an AlDU- qtterqu .visitor yesterday
Deputy United States Marsl al Prod
rom a
J
rnoir nHurned yeaterda)
trip in western New Mesii o.
Special OtBcer Charles Mai) Z of the
Santa Wi af Islets, made hi.- - weekly
vlsit to Albufauerque yeaterdso
of Halllip. was in
Hon Alex 'Jiowi.-returning lioin l
the city yealsrday
from a businitss trip to El Paso
F. B. sehw 'itker. the wall known
life Insurance man. rettirtnti oii.i-dafrom a business trip to Wlnsio
Host.

20

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

Nathan Baith ts entertaining his
brother. Í oL Barth, of st. John's, A- iiZlll.l
Max

20

toa

SOUTH

i

roup.

W.

Railroad

CO

Class Turnouts at Reason-

First

able' Hales.

Old Phone

New Phone 121

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

3

Av

FEED AM) TRANSFER
STABLES

LIVERX.

FIRST STREET

Highland Livery

506

TRJMBLE

Go W. L.

The new furniture and carpel store
ot Albert Faber, occupying the whole
of the new st, i, ii building, was for
mall) opened yesterday, the store be
ing tiuown open for tne inspection ot
LIVERY, PEED B SAME
the public front noon until 10 o'clock
STABLES
last night, Several hundred people
visited the More during the day and Our new
addition gives ua the
Mr, F.i In
wan heartily complimented
In the city for boardequipment
best
past.
every
on
hand on the elegance and ing your
tig. Talk with me
Joe t'osgrove. a messenger employ- completeness of his hig establishment. about It. private
Baggage delivered to any
ed by the Postal was badly bruited The Mien, was prettily decorated
In
yesterday morning when he was run colored lights, with some attention to purl of the city.
I
Prop..
W.
down and run over by a iprlng wagon SI. F'atrii k's day decorations, an or113 John St.
04.
in which two men Were driving down chestra
furnished music and punch Auto. Phone
Tin Identity oi the wras served on the second door during
Second street
They made no ef- the evening, Bt Patrick's day favors
men is unknown.
how seriously the were banded to visitor, The Paber
fort to an. ' '
bp- Is one of file tlii'l establishIr, ope.l store
ments of the kind ill the west.
curre d
$ " n ton
Perrillos
on
iild l mu ii In- place to pcml Mm- .$11.110
a Ion
Block,
Gallop,
American

The

Both Phones.

319-321-32-

AND TINNERS

I

The Birdsell Wagon
THE WORLD'S BEST"

Did you ask him?
Did he know?

COAL

i

-

If not. no time like
prc-elo leant
win re i in- power ol
i
s
i lemon at ra let!
in i he consumers'

--

i la)

Ml Mill i;
M
M i

ni

i lie

Free band concert,

afternoon.
ree dance,

i

in REGULAR "ii
I
DINNER
ill
i

OPENING,
mid
to attend the
(

ipming at
March

COKE

advantage.

15.75 ton

iBrlen

ITth,

M

-

G ra nil
Mu- -

evening from

'I

ui

'J

WOOD

mil
Big Lead
in i: lltll

$:! Ü5

and

II

Whitney Company

Cash

Albuquerque

Grocery Company

H.HAW&C0

Phones!

mi

Wholesale Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona

The Big North Bad Store.

I7t.

Colo, ink

-- Black 2so

Auto. (;.:.

Write for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
The Largest Stock West of Kansas City

A

BUNCH

at

'i il

F REALLY
MAY

P( UNTÉ,

13

BE GAINED tft
OETTI.NG ol'it B8TI MATES
VHEN

IN SKKV OP

.

115-11-

7

.

South First Street

401-40- 3

Albuquerque, new Mexico

North First Street
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The integrity of our name

V

Bell Co.
orripf "Plumber

SONS I
rth Second Street

I

UDIOj
untile y
lligHlSS made l)y

J

Now
when the cry "Quality" is shouted on every
hand by a hundred brazen throats, it is hard to distinguish

between the false and the true in clothes.
It is the part of wisdom then to put your faith in a house of
recognized standing and unchallenged respect. Such a house
cannot as a mere matter of business policy, afford to play its
customers false.
OUR NAME on clothes is a mark of which we're right
proud and which we have kept unsullied through all the storm
and stress of competition it stands for "promises faithful"
for "no misrepresentation," finest fabrics, best trimmings,
adaanced styles our customers interests first, last and all
the time.

n nil negatives and
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Simon Stern
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RAILROAD
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AVE. CLOTHIER

